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INTRODUCTION and SUMMÍRY 
The aim of this monograph is to classify and characterize the 
breaking of Euclidean symmetry occuring in phase transitions. 
As is well known ordinary ensemble theory predicts ( for an 
Euclidean invariant interaction) expectation values which are Eu-
clidean invariant even when the temperature and chemical 
potential are such that the system should be crystalline.lt is 
shown that this lower symmetry occurs when one decomposes the 
state of the infinite system into ergodic states; physically this 
amounts to a separation of a mixture into pure phases. 
The analysis will be given for a quaiitum system of infinite size. 
Every real system is of course finite but as long as one is 
concerned with bulk properties which are volume independent one 
can consider the system as well infinitely large.There are several 
fundamental theoretical reasons to do this. 
First of all it turns out that the notion of ergodicity makes 
7 
only sense for a quantum system when the system is infinitely 
large since one can make only in such a situation a consistent 
partition into local and global observables( compare the discus­
sion at the end of Chapter I ). 
Secondly,the Euclidean symnetry is present from the beginning 
without the need to have recourse to boundary conditions. 
Finally one has only sharp separated phases when a system is 
infinitely large. 
Recently new methods have been developped in order to deal with 
infinite systems.The need for these new methods originates from 
the fact that the expectation values of observables for an 
infinite system can no longer be calculated from density matrices 
on Fock space ( compare the discussion opening 1.3 ) · In the 
algebraic approach one considers therefore no longer the 
observables as a concrete algebra on Fock space but rather as an 
abstract С algebra with a whole set of different representations 
suitable for the different densities and temperatures ( The Fock 
representation belongs then to zero density). In a representation 
corresponding to a particular density and temperature the 
expectation value ( at this density and temperature) of an 
observable takes again a simple form. A second important advantage 
of the algebraic approach is that its provides one with a 
mathematical frame-work which is very well suited in order to 
translate the classical ergodic theory for the quantum case. 
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Several of the r e su l t s obtained in this d i rec t ion in the l i t e r a t u r e 
are only val id for separable a l g e b r a ' s . I t should be noticed that 
in th is thesis non-separable a lgebra ' s are considered; in pa r t i cu la r 
the decomposition theory as given in I I . 3 is val id for non separable 
a lgebras . 
In chapter I we r eca l l the main facts that we wi l l need about the 
three keystones of the theory which are the algebra of observabels, 
symmetry of the system and s t a t e s of the system. 
Section I . I deals with the def in i t ion of the algebra Ä of (quasi-
local) observables· I t s propert ies are obtained frcm general 
examples. Arguments are given that every physical relevant repre -
senta t ion of Ct is such that when one r e s t r i c t s the representat ion 
to the algebra Л( ) belonging to a f i n i t e volume V the represen­
t a t i o n i s primary of type I . 
I t i s shown that for such a representat ion T- the following i s t r u e : 
π(Λ(ν))· η * ( ¿ n " = τΚΑΚ-,ν))" 
Section 1.2 introduces the action of symmetry groups on the algebra. 
The analysis is restricted to amenable groups ( groups possessing 
invariant means). A short survey of amenable groups is given and 
it is shown that the Euclidean group and the group of time 
translation are amenable. 
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The action of a symmetry group is called asymptotically 
abelian when observables which are far separated in space(or time) 
commute.This property enables one to generalise the classical 
( abelian) ergodic theory.There are several ways to define this pro­
perty, three of them are given at the end of 1.2. 
A state of the system is characterized by a positive linear 
functional on the algebra^. Section 1.3 discusses the properties 
of equilibrium states,in particular the K.M.S condition.Starting 
from the notion of ergodicity in the classical theory it is argued 
that the ergodic states are the extremal points of the(convex) 
set of all time invariant states. Just as in the classical theory 
there is an intimate connection between ergodicity and cluster-
properties ( A state is clustering when long range order vanishes 
in some sense) .Different cluster properties are listed at the end 
of 1.3. 
Chapter II treats ergodici extremal invariant) states and their 
cluster properties in more detail. 
Section II.1 defines the representation of Л corresponding to a 
particular state and investigates some of the consequences of the 
structure introduced in I for this representation.The main result 
of this section is theorem II.1.3 which establishes the equivalence 
between the(weak) cluster property and ergodicity.Section II.2 
gives connections between several cluster properties and the 
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smoothness of the spectrum of the unitary representation of the 
symmetry group. Further it is shown that in order to conclude that 
a representation corresponding to a particular state is primary 
it is necessary to have the strongest possible cluster property 
with respect to space translations( uniform clustering).however, 
due to the K.M.S condition,the same result follows already from 
weak clustering with respect to time translations. 
Section II.3 deals with the decomposition of an invariant state 
into ergodic states.It is shown that there exists for an algebra 
which is not necessarily separable a decomposition of an invariant 
state which is concentrated on the ergodic states with respect to 
Baite sets( i.e. the decomposing measure assigns a measure zero 
to every Baire set disjunct from the ergodic states).In the sepa-
rable case the notion of Baire set and Borei set coincide and the 
decomposition is the same as the central decomposition of the co-
variance algebra, that one usually encounters in t h e literature. 
Chapter III finally deals with the symmetry breaking that occurs 
when a state is decomposed into ergodic states.Section III.l 
introduces the notion of transitive states i.e states for which 
the decomposing measure is concentrated on an orbit. 
Since the support of a measure is in general not a Baire set 
it can happen that the support of the measure that decomposes a 
particular state into ergodic states does not contain one ergodic 
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state.It is shown that this drawback does not occur for the decom­
position of a transitive state,all states contained in the support 
of the decomposing measure are ergodic in this case. 
The ergodic states ψ occuring in the decomposition of a transitive 
state are invariant for subgroups Η of the Euclidean group which 
are such that E3/H^ is compact The converse is true in the separa­
ble case. 
The introduction of the notion of strongly transitive states yields 
a further partition of the transitive states.It is shown that the 
strongly transitive states are precisely those states for which the 
underlying symmetry possesses enough pure translations to make 
R /H compact (н is subgroup of translations in H,) The strongly 
ψ ψ ψ 
transitive states finally fall apart into four classes with the 
following underlying symmetry: 
1 the full Euclidean symmetry (S Ρ ) 
2 the full translation symmetry (S ?_) 
3 the translation synmetry is partly continuous partly discrete 
( s P3) 
4 the symmetry is a discrete space group (S P,) , 
Section III.2 provides a futher study of the four classes of 
strongly transitive states. 
It is shown that the S P. states are characterized by the 
12 
fact that they are uniformly clustering in space where as the other 
three classes don't possess any cluster property in space.When one 
decomposes these states into extremal translation invariant states 
it turns out that the decomposition of states belonging to different 
classes yields states which satisfy clusterproperties of different 
strength.This makes it possible to give a characterization of the 
different type's of symmetry by means of cluster properties in 
space. 
13 

CHAPTER I 
PHYSICAL SYSTEMS 
In this chapter a brief outline of the basic assumptions of the al­
gebraic approach will be given. In this approach a physical system 
is described by an algebra of observables, symmetry groups acting 
on it and states on this algebra. In the consecutive sections of 
this chapter ve explain these three concepts. 
Since most of the content of this chapter is well known in the lite­
rature we will in general restrict ourselves to a global survey of 
the necessary equipment. 
For more detailed reviews one is referred to: ref. [^ 1,2,33. 
1.1 Construction of the algebra 
The algebra for an infinite system is constructed from the local 
algebra's corresponding to bounded regions V of the space R , (or 
Ζ for a lattice system). 
The local algebra, denoted by ¿%(V), describes measurements on a 
15 
system which is restricted to the region V. 
Since the system is then finite, ordinary quantum mechanics provides 
us with an algebra, suitable for the system at hand. Some examples 
are listed below. 
a) System of Fermi particles. 
A system of fermions is described by the creation and annihilation 
operators a ($) and a(x) (7 ε V) acting irreducibly on a standard 
Hilbert space «Í'-ÍV) called Fock space. 
These operators satisfy the canonical anticommutation relations: 
[atf), a+(5f)]+ = 6(5? - 2'), [a(3), 3(3(·)]+ = 0 
To avoid the use of distributions one introduces the operators 
+ 2 
a (f) and a(f) formally defined for every f e L (V) by: 
a+(f) = ƒ a+(x)f(5í)dx and a(f) = ƒ a(2)f(5r)dx 
V V 
The anticommutation relations then take the following form: 
[a(f), a+(g)]+ - (f,g), [a(f)f a(g)]+ = 0 
In Fock space #τ? (V) there is one vector Ω, called the vacuum, with 
г 
the property: a(f)n - 0 for all f ε L (V). 
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Fock space is generated from Chis vacuum by repeated application of 
the operators a (f). 
Due to the anticommutation relations above the operators a(f) and 
a (f) are bounded operators in J6„(V). 
A treatment of the ideal Fermi gas along these lines can be found 
in [4]. 
b) System of Bose particles. 
For a system of Bosons one defines, just as in the case of the Fer­
mions, the creation and annihilation operators a (f) and a(f) for 
every f e L (V) as operators on </έL(V). 
They satisfy then the commutation relations: 
[a(f), a+(g)]_ = (f,g) and [a(f), a(g)]_ = 0 
The Fock space is again generated by repeated application of a (f) 
on the vacuum. 
The operators a(f) and a (f) are however no longer bounded operators 
on ffif (V). One avoids this problem by passing to the unitary Weyl 
operators defined by: 
U(f) = exp[i(a(f) + a+(fí//2]; 
V(g) = eXp[(a(g) - a+(g))//2] 
17 
The commutation relations arc then replaced by: 
U(f) V(g) = V(g) U(f) e 1 ^ ^ ) 
The operators a(f) and a (f) are reconstructed from this by dl f f сгілі-
tiat ion. 
For a further discussion of the idoal Bose gas compare [J 
с) Lattice system of spins. 
ν 
One associates with every point χ of the lattice Ζ a Hilbori space 
¿Ç of finite dimension describing the possible states of a spin lo-
calised at this point. With a finite si t V с Ζ then corresponds the 
bilbert spaceii/fÇV) = ® „ рТ^  . 
χ - V χ 
The .ilgebra OL (V) is in this case the finite matrix algebra of .ill 
operators acting on (ft (V). 
One finds a discubsion of the quanium spin system in ]b\. 
Let us return now to our general dtscriptitp Wt .)bslr,,cl, Crom the 
examples given above, the following properties of ¡' I'n.il "Igtbra's. 
1 Ot(V) is а С algebra. 
This is clear since in all examples Ot (V) is an algebra of bounded 
operators on a Hilbert space. 
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2^ Isotony: (JfCVj)^: OL (V2) if V с V 2 
and: Л( и V ) = {Ä(V ), OL (V,)} (i.e. the С algebra generated by 
ÛKV,) and Ol(V2)). 
These facts follow by inspection of the examples. 
3° Locality: [«(Vj), m.(V2)]_ = 0 if V, П V 2 = 0 
This follows at once from tne definitions in the last two examples. 
In the case of the Fermions it is necessary to restrict the algebra 
Somewhat. One considers then Л( ) as the algebra generated by 
elements of the form: a (f)a(g). This smaller algebra is still suffi­
ciently large for the physical description of the system since all 
number-conserving measurements are contained in it. For the elements 
of this algebra it is easily checked that they commute when the 
functions have non overlapping supports. 
• 
Since we shall make extensive use of representations of the С algebra 
for the infinite system, it is of interest to consider representa­
tions of the local algebra 0t(V). In the case of continuous systems 
we consider only systems with a finite density and hence with a 
finite number of particles in V. 
One is therefore only interested in representations for which the 
number operator: 
N » ƒ a+(x)aOÎ)<ix 
V 
19 
exists. We call such representations physical representations. For 
such representations we have the following important property: 
4 All physical representations are locally normal i.e. the repre-
sentation is a direct sum of copies of the original (irreducible) re-
presentation and is therefore primary of type I [9; 5.4.11J. 
It is at this point that the local algebra's differ drastically 
from the algebra of the infinite system. For the local algebra's one 
never leaves in fact the realm of Fock space, whereas we shall see 
that for the infinite system different types of representations come 
in. 
The property above is deduced by showing that the existence of a 
number operator implies the existence of vectors playing the role of 
the vacuum. For each of these vectors one constructs then a Fock 
space in the usual way. Compare 1.7,8] . 
For the spin system we deduce this property by noticing that in this 
case Ût(V) is the algebra of all operators on a finite dimensional 
Hilbert space. Since this algebra is simple and weakly closed its 
representation is quasi-equivalent to the original, irreducible, 
representation and is therefore a factor of type I [9; 5.4.1 l] . 
We have gathered now the necessary information on the local algebra's. 
We proceed now with the construction of the algebra for the infinite 
20 
system. 
Due to the isotony property the union of all Ж ) is again a alge­
bra. 
When we complete this algebra in the norm, induced from the local 
algebra's, we arrive at the С algebra OL of all "quasi-local" obser­
vables. 
In formula: <* = y Ot(V) 
The elements of this algebra are called quasi-local since they are 
local or norm limits of local observables. This has the consequence 
that truly global quantities like the total number operator are not 
contained in OL 
We reject them because their outcomes for a proper infinite system 
can only be infinitely large. This is the reason why representations 
of (X are no longer copies of the Fock representation. It can be 
shown that, under rather general conditions, the physical relevant 
representations are of type III [ìli. 
In closing this section we prove the following lemma that will be 
needed in the sequel. 
Lemma : 1.1.1. 
For all physical representations if one has: 
π( <X(V ))' Π π( O t ) " - ir( Ä<-,V ))"· 
о о 
in which 0l(—tV ) is defined as: 
21 
Ott—iV ) = V Ä(V) with V Л y =0 
о V о 
(—'V is the complementary volume of V in R ). 
Proof: Due to the definition of <X(—iV ) and ÖL we have: 
о 
61= { OL (-iv ), Ot(v )} 
о о 
In the representation space this implies: 
"(Ot)" = (π( OL (—iV ) ) " У π( α ( ν V ' ) " 
о о 
Since тг( OL (V )) is a factor of type I (property 4 ) we can facto­
rise the representation and the representation space as: 
and: 
Л- # , * # 2 
тт( OL (V ) ) " = LC^,) β 1 
Ο 1 
Using the locality we see that π( ОС (—iV ))''<= ir(OÍ(V ))'; in the 
decomposition this takes the form: 
ir(a(-.V ) ) " = \ & <£ 
о 
In which t6 is a weakly closed algebra on ^t 
22 
Substituting this in the formula for irCflt)1' one finds: 
For the commutant we get: 
π( « ) ' - (!,(#,) β ^ ) ' = 1 β ^' [10, p. 26] 
We can write now: 
π(Λ(ν )),n тгСОО" - (π(0Γ(ν )),,U "(А)')' 
о о 
= α<# ) ® ι υ ι » Л' 
= ] β ^ " 
= T T C Ä H V ))'', since β© is weakly closed. 
о 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
1.2. Automorphism groups of the algebra. 
In this section we introduce the concept of symmetry groups acting 
on the system. 
We start again by giving concrete examples. We are mainly interested 
3 in the three dimensional Euclidean group (E ) and the group of 
23 
translations in time (Τ). We consider fixst the Euclidean group. 
3 The action of an element g e E on the algebra of the Fermi system 
is defined on its generators by: 
a g [ a(f)] = a(f ) ; f (?) Ξ f (g .it) 
a g [a
+(f)] = a + ( f g ) . 
It is easily checked that this definition can be extended by con­
tinuity to a automorphism of the whole algebra. A automorphism of 
а С algebra is automatically norm preserving so we have: 
ll«gMII = IH I· 
This definition furnishes us moreover with the following structure: 
α α " α 
and: 
Lim И α [A] - α [Α] || - 0 
g->-g0
 6 &
° 
3 
This means that α is a (norm) continuous representation of E as 
automorphisms of 01. 
This representation can be defined in the same way for the Weyl 
operators in the Bose case. 
In the case of time evolution one would like to arrive at a similar 
situation by considering the formal definition: 
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Глі i t н » "i t H 
α IAJ = e A e 
In which Η stands for the total Hamiltonian of the system. Since this 
operator does not belong to the algebra of quasi-local observables it 
is not clear whether α [A] belongs again to (X. · 
This question has only been answered for some special models as the 
lattice spin system \€\ . 
It turned out that in these cases time evolution is indeed represen-
ted as automorphisms of OL. 
We assume that this is also true for other systems. In order to keep 
the discussion as general as possible we consider in the sequel con-
tinuous representations of an arbitrary amenable group G. 
Let us discuss in a few words the concept of an amenable group. 
Compare also [l2]. Let G be a locally compact group and let C(G) de-
note the С algebra of continuous, complex valued, and bounded func­
tions on G with sup-norm. The group structure in G defines for every 
g e G in a natural way two automorphisms of C(G) denoted by α and 
R . 8° 
α and defined as: 
(aJ f)(g) = f(g g) 
(a J f Kg) = f(g g ) 
8
o 
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A normalised linear functional on C(G) is called an invariant mean 
L R 
if it is positive and invariant for α and a for all g E G . 
E R O 
Б
о
 Б
о 
We denote the mean of f e С(G) by nf or by nf(g) in which g stands 
for a dummy variable. 
A locally compact group G is called amenable when there exists an 
invariant mean on C(G). 
Every compact group is amenable since one can take the Haar measure 
as a mean. 
Every abe lian group is amenable. This is proved by applying the 
theorem of Markov-Kakutani (J3j p. 456). 
One considers then the convex space of positive normalised forms on 
C(G); in the weak topology this is a compact space. This space is 
mapped into itself by the transposed of the automorphisms α 
Τ R 
(α = α Ξ α in the abelian case). The above mentioned fixed point 
g 8 8 
theorem assures then the existence of a fixed point i.e. an invari­
ant mean. 
The Euclidean group is amenable since it is an extension of an 
amenable (abelian) group with an amenable (compact) group. 
The invariant mean is in general not unique on C(G); one has however 
an unique value of η on a smaller class of functions namely on the 
functions of positive type. (i.e. the functions for which 
the matrices with elements f(g. g.) i,j = 1, ... N are positive). 
It is well known that these functions and complex linear combination 
of them correspond with the functions f of the form: 
26 
f(g) " (Φ, lKg)O for some unitary representation of G. 
We denote this class of functions by N(G). 
In the case of translations (in space or time) the unique value of 
a mean η on N(G) takes the form: 
,
 L 
n(f) = Lim -^- f f(x) dx ¡ f e N(R) 
L * - 2 L -L 
In general we have for an amenable and separable group G that : 
Ti(f) - Lim I (f) ; f ε N(G) 
n + -
 n 
in which I denotes an integral over a compact subset С of G. 
We notice that in the literature also another type of mean has been 
used, namely the Godement mean. [14, 15^ 
This mean coincides again with the mean defined above on the class 
N(G). 
We arrive now at the notion of asymptotic abelianess. The importance 
of this notion resides in the fact that it enables us to extend the 
results of classical (abelian) ergodic theory. 
In its strongest form the condition reads: 
27 
Lim Π [a [A] , B J J | - 0 for ail A, Β ε OC and g an 
g •* » 6 
element of a non-compact group G. 
We will refer to this property as norm-asymptotic abelianess. There 
are however a large amount of related concepts known in the litera­
ture. We introduce two more of them here, compare for a further dis­
cussion [14] . 
The group representation is called weakly-asymptotic abelian if: 
Lim φ([α [A], B]_) = 0 for all φ ε Of. and all A,В e<JÍ. 
g -• - e 
The group representation is called η-asymptotic abelian if: 
Π φ ([a. [A], B]_) = 0 for all φ e Ut* and all Α,Β ε öt. 
[12] 
The different properties listed here are related in the following 
way: Norm asymptotic ab. =^ weak asymptotic ab. :φ· η-asymptotic ab. 
The first implication follows from the fact that φ is norm conti­
nuous, the second implication is a consequence of the fact that 
invariant means of functions, vanishing at infinity, are zero. 
In the case of the Euclidean group, norm-asymptotic abelianess is 
a direct consequence of the locality condition. 
The asymptotic abelianess of translations in time however is in 
28 
general an open problem. One mostly makes the conjecture that the 
information measured by a certain operator spreads out sufficiently 
far (in space) in the course of time to guarantee at least Π-asymp-
totic abelianess. We will explicitely mention when we make use of 
this condition in the sequel. 
1.3. States on the algebra. 
The expectation value of the measurements corresponding to a certain 
element of the algebra form a positive linear and normalised func­
tional on the algebra. 
With every particular state of the system corresponds such a func­
tional. These functionals will therefore be called states; the set 
of all states is denoted by S. 
This structure is well known from ordinary quantum mechanics where 
the relevant states are of the form: 
Φ(Α) - (Ψ, A 4-) ; У e Л? 
These states are called vector states. 
Statistical mechanics provides us with a more general example of 
state namely: 
Ф (А) - Tr (pyA) 
29 
In which ρ is a density matrix which is a positive, trace-class 
operator with unit trace. 
States that can be written in this form on Fock space are called 
normal states [8j. Vector states on Fock space are of course 
special examples of normal states. 
Under the states of physical interest there examples are exhaustive 
for the finite system. This follows again from the fact that one 
assumes existence of a number operator for the finite system. [8,1] 
Specialising to equilibrium states one takes as density matrix for 
the finite system: 
p
v
 = e 
-«vv 
Tr(e ) 
In which H^ and N are the energy and number operator for a system 
enclosed in a box with volume ; stands for the inverse temperature 
and μ for the chemical potential. For the infinite system it is 
customary to consider states of the form: 
φ (A) - Lim Tr(p^O for A e U Ot(V) 
V -»• "» V 
We always assume the existence of this limit. On OL i.e. the closure 
of )rf OUy) one defines the state by continuous extension. 
This state, describing the infinite system, is no longer a normal 
30 
state. The physical reason is that every density matrix necessarily 
gives vanishing probabilities for the measurement of a large number 
of particles and is therefore not suitable for the description of an 
infinite system with finite density. When we consider the restriction 
of this state to a local algebra C(.(V), one has of course a normal 
state. This normal state is described by a density matrix ρ which 
is in general not exactly the same as the original density matrix ρ 
due to the interaction with the surroundings. 
We call states which have this property, of being normal when res­
tricted to a local algebra, locally normal states. It can easily be 
deduced from the definition of the equilibrium state φ that φ is in­
variant in time. The equilibrium state is invariant for the Euclidean 
group when the Hamiltonian is euclidean invariant; this we will 
always assume. 
We have then: 
φ(Α) - φ (a [A]) = ф(а1.[А]) for Α ε Λ ; g ε E
3
; t ε T. 
The way in which we arrived at the state for the infinite system is 
as yet not quite satisfactory from a fundamental point of view. One 
has to rely still to heavily on the finite system in the limiting 
procedure. 
There is however a possible alternative definition that does not 
have this drawback. This alternative makes use of the K.M.S, (Kubo-
31 
Martin-Schwinger) boundary condition. This property will play an im­
portant role in the sequel. Let us first give some of the main facts 
pertaining to this condition; we follow the analysis as given in [l6j. 
For the finite system the K.M.S. condition is well known in Green 
function theory. For the formulation of this property in the grand 
canonical ensemble it is useful to make a small change in the defi­
nition of the time automorphism. 
Let ΗΛ = IL· - μΝ then we define: 
i t H', -i t H^ 
a
V[A] = e V Ae f or A e Ot (V) 
This definition describes physically still the same time evolution 
since the physically relevant operators commute with N . We genera­
lise this definition to complex value's of t. 
The K.M.S. condition is then formulated as: 
1° The function ζ ->• Tr(Baz[À]p ) is analytic in the strip 0<lm ζ<β 
and continuous at the boundaries. 
^ ^VigMV = T r ( pv \ M B > · 
For the passage to the infinite system it is convenient to formulate 
these properties in the following equivalent way ¡.Іб^ . 
Let f be a test function out of the class D (infinitely differen-
tiable and with compact support). 
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Define: 
fY(t) - ƒ f(U) e i u ( t + iY)d, 
The K.M.S. condition then reads: 
ƒ f_ß(t) Ф
у
(В α^[Α]) dt = J f
o
(t) Ф
у
(о^[А] B)dt 
for all f ε D and Α, Β ε 0Í(V). 
This form of the K.M.S. condition has the advantage that it uses 
only real times. 
When the tiiuj isomorphism for the infinite system can be defined in 
a suitable manner as limit of the time isomorphism for the finite 
system, it can be proved that the K.M.S. condition extends to the 
state for the infinite system. 
One has then: 
ƒ f_e(t) Φ (Bat[A])dt = ƒ fo(t) Ф С ^ И В Н І 
for f ε D and Α ε Ot. 
It is now an easy calculation to show that for the finite system, 
where one has a normal state, the density matrix is uniquely deter­
mined by the K.M.S. condition and the evolution in time. The conjec­
ture is then that the same is true for the infinite system. One 
tentatively defines then, given the automorphisms α and the inverse 
temperature β, the equilibrium state as the locally normal state on 
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Ût satisfying the K.M.S. condition. 
The way to prove this conjecture is to show that the K.M.S. condition 
relates the local density matrices ρ strong enough with the time 
evolution to guarantee that the local Hamiltonian IL· associated with 
p„ generates again the same time evolution. A further elaboration of 
this point can be found in [.17J. 
It is anyhow clear that, irrespective of the exact definition, the 
states of interest for the description of equilibrium are invariant 
states satisfying the K.M.S. condition. 
A special role will be played in the sequel by the ergodic invariant 
states. Let us first recall some notions of classical ergodic theory. 
In this case observables are functions on a space Γ, The evolution 
in time maps the space Γ into itself and invariant states correspond 
to a measure on Γ that is invariant under this map. The measure μ 
is called ergodic if Γ cannot be decomposed into invariant subsets 
i.e. all subsets of Γ invariant for Τ have measure zero of have a 
complement with measure zero. (Compare e.g. L'^J) The importance of 
this definition resides in the fact that for ergodic measures the 
mean of a certain observable in time equals the mean with respect to 
the measure μ (mean over Г-space). One expects therefore that ergodic 
measures correspond to pure phases. 
In the non-commutative theory that we are discussing now, ergodic 
states correspond with the extremal points of the convex, compact 
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set S of all (time) invariant states. 
о 
These states have the property that they can be decomposed only tri­
vially into invariant states; we have therefore a natural extension 
of the notion of ergodic measure. 
The equilibrium states as defined above need not to be ergodic in 
general due to the occurence of phase transitions in nature. We will 
see however that for asymptotic abelian systems every invariant state 
can uniquely be decomposed into ergodic states. Physically this de­
composition amounts to a reconstruction of the pure phases occuring 
in a mixture. 
This decomposition can also break the Euclidean symmetry that the 
equilibrium state originally possessed. One has then the possibility 
to describe crystals. One of the main objectives of this work will 
be the study of the symmetry that the pure phases inherit from the 
equilibrium state. 
Under the states that are invariant for a certain symmetry a special 
place is again taken by the extremal points of this set which will 
be called extremal invariant states; we will reserve the word ergodic 
for states extremal invariant in time. 
Just as in the classical ergodic theory there is an intimate connec­
tion between ergodicity (extremal invariance) and clustering proper­
ties. 
A state Φ is called weakly clustering for the amenable group G acting 
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on Oí i f : 
η Φ (α-[А] В) = η Φ(α~[Α]) Φ(Β) f o r a l l Α, Β ε OL . 
For s t a t e s i n v a r i a n t f o r G t h i s r e d u c e s t o : 
η Φ (α-[А] В) = Ф(А) Ф(В) 
g 
We shall see that for asymptotic abelian systems an invariant state 
is extremal invariant if and only if it is weakly clustering. 
Cluster properties are also of interest when G stands for transla­
tions in space since clustering means then the absence of long range 
order. 
Also stronger forms of the cluster property will be used in the se­
quel. We mention the following ones: 
An invariant state is called weakly mixing if: 
η|φ(α-[Α]Β) - Ф(А)Ф(В)| = 0 for all Α, Β ε ΰΐ. 
An invariant state is called strongly clustering if: 
Lim Φ (о [А] В) = Ф(А) Ф(В) f o r a l l А,В ε Я . 
g-H. ê 
and G non-compact . 
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Finally we introduce the notion of uniform clustering which only 
applies when G stands for translations in space. Its definition is: 
For fixed A e Oí and all Β ε Oí (-iS(R)) one has: (S(R) is a sphere 
with radius R) 
|Φ(Β A) - Φ(Β) Φ(A)| < e(R) ||B|| with lim e(R) = 0 
R-w° 
We have the following relations between these cluster properties: 
Uniform clust. =^ Strong clust.^Weak mixing s^Weak clust. 
The first implication is clear for Α, Β ε βί(ν); the passage to 
Α, Β ε Oí is obtained by considering norm limits of elements out of 
algebra's 0Í(V ) and using the continuity of ex . The second implica-
tion is a consequence of the fact that the invariant mean of a func-
tion vanishing at infinity is zero. The last implication follows from 
the fact that η is a positive functional on C(G). 
In closing this section we notice that the concept of ergodicity 
depends crucially on the algebra that one chooses. 
Let us consider the algebra 0Ц ) for the finite system. Contained 
in this algebra are the projections of the local hamiltonian; conse­
quently also the projections on the eigenvectors of the density ma­
trix are elements of ¡X(V). 
Let Ρ denote the projection on the n eigenvector of ρ with ei­
genvalue λ . (The spectrum of ρ is discrete since ρ is of trace 
class.) By the definition of the equilibrium state Φ we may write: 
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φ,, (A) = Σ λ Tr(P A) 
V η η 
This is clearly a decomposition into time-invari ant states. When we 
set A = Ρ (we are entitled to do so since Ρ e Л( )) one sees that 
η η 
о о 
the decomposit'on is not trivial. 
We end with the conclusion that for a finite system only the vector 
states are ergodic. 
The reason why this drawbacic occurs is that we neglected the diffe­
rences between local and global observables with the effect that the 
global observables Ρ aie elements of (X(V). 
η 
It is one of the advantages of the infinite system that it enables 
one to make the partition in local and global observables more 
rigorous. This makes it possible to reject the latter in a consis­
tent way; consequently the algebra 01 admits non-trivial ergodic 
states. 
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CHAPTER II 
EXTREMAL INVARIANT STATES 
In this chapter we proceed with the investigation of extremal inva­
riant states. The first section introduces the G.N.S. representation 
and gives relations between ergodicity and (η-weak) clustering. The 
second section discusses the significance of the other cluster pro­
perties and gives a condition under which the G.N.S. representation 
is primary. In the last section we construct a decomposition of an 
invariant state into extremal invariant states that is valid for non-
* 
separable С -algebra s. 
II.1 Ergodicity and clustering 
Let us consider a state φ on Ot, In the sequel we shall make exten­
sive use of the G.N.S. (Gelfand-Naimark-Segal) construction which 
furnishes us with a cyclic representation π, of Ä in L( Jt.) with 
Φ Φ 
cyclic vector Ω such that: 
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Φ(Α) - (Ω,,*. (Α)Ω ) for all A e OC. 
When the state φ is invariant for the group G acting as an automor­
phism group on OC we have moreover a strongly continuous unitary 
representation U, of G in Ь(Л ) such that: 
Φ 9 
λ
°
 υ
φ(8> V A > V E ) ' ' = Тф(« И ) for all Α ε Λ and ge G. 
2° U (g)n = Ω for all g ε G. (Compare e.g. [2,3].) 
When it is clear which state we have in mind we omit the suffix φ. 
In the representation space we define the notion of mean of an 
operator over an amenable group. 
For every Α ε Ui we define П,(А) ε l(J¿ ) by: 
(У j, П
ф
(А)Ч'2) = η (Ψ j, іг(аІА]>У2) for all *, , ^  ε «^. 
This definition makes sense since the application: 
V ψ2 "* η ( ψ Γ ^"glX^v 
is a bounded sesquilinear form; by the theorem of Riesz there exists 
a bounded operator corresponding to the definition above. The fact 
that the mean n is linear and positive implies directly that the 
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map: A -»• Π, (A) is linear, preserves conjugation and that it maps posi­
tive elements into positive operators. 
We prove now the following lemma: 
Lemma: II. 1.1. 
Let φ be a G-invariant state. We define the covariance algebra Jft 
Φ 
as the van Neumann algebra generated by тг,(Л) and U,(G) i.e. 
Φ Φ 
Ä. - U.(ot) υ "(G)". 
φ Φ 
Further we denote by E the projection on the closed subspace of the 
vectors invariant for U(G). 
For an arbitrary continuous representation α of G we have: 
1° n,(A) ε π.( Я ) " Л Ό AG)1 
2° y A % - Eo УА> 
When G acts moreover n-asyniptotically abelian we have: 
3 Si' is abelian and is contained in тКоО 1' 
4 The center of Ä. is contained in the center of π(01) Μ 
5 ПІ (A) is an element of the center of 3î. . 
Φ Φ 
Proof: The definition of η implies that π,(A) commutes with every 
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element of 11(01)'; hence η (A) e іг(Л)". 
? 
The fact that η is an invariant mean implies that n,(A) is invariant 
Φ 
for U(g); consequently one has: гк(А) ε π((7ί)" Л U(G)'. The second 
Φ 
statement is in fact a direct translation of the ergodic theorem. 
The proof runs as follows: 
(t, n (A)n) - η(Ψ, U(g) ΤΓ(Α)Ω) = η(Ψ, U(g) (E
o
+(l-E
o
)) π(Α)Ω) 
Since E projects on the invariant vectors one has: 
о 
U(g)E
o
 = E
o
 = E
o
U(g) 
Consequently we have: 
(Ψ, η.(Α)Ω) = (Ψ, Ε π(Α)Ω) t η(Ψ,(]-Ε ) U(g) іт(А)П) 
Φ о о 
By the definition of η, we may write this as: 
(Ψ, п
ф
(А)П) = (Ψ, Ε
ο
π(Α)Ω) + (Ψ,(1-Ε0) Пф(А)П) 
We showed however that η,(A) is G-invariant: therefore the last 
Φ 
term vanishes and we have: 
(V, η.(Α)Ω) = (Ψ, Ε ιτ(Α)
Ω
) 
φ О 
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Since this holds for all У e ét the pjroof of 2 is complete. We 
now come to the case that G acts n-asymptotically abelian. Since the 
functional ψ defined by: 
φ (A) - (Ψ,, ΤΓ(Α)Ψ2) Ï-J, ^ e<#. 
is an element of Λ we have in that case: 
^([ogM, В]_) - 0 
Using the definition of η this implies: 
(Υj, η (Α) π(Β) ^ ) = С^, π(Β) η (A) ^ ) 
Since this holds for all V., Ψ, e Jt we have: η.. (Α) ε ттСЙ)' in сод-
i ζ φ 
bination with 1° this yields: ть (A) e i K Ä ) " (\ π(0Ο' 0 UCO' i.e. 
Φ 
η, (A) is an invariant element of the center of π(Λ)". 
Φ 
Let us consider now the commutant of Φ.; this can be written as: 
Φ 
gì' - тг(01)' n Ü(G)' (Compare [lO; 1.1.1 "] ) 
Let us take Β ε 5Í \\ we want to show that Β ε π (Ol)", 
Φ 
Since the representation is cyclic we can approximate the vector BS] 
with a sequence ττ(Α )Ω, Α ε OL. It is then easy to show that 
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η,(Α )Ω converges also to ΒΩ . 
φ η 
Indeed: 1 |тг(А )Ω - ВПІ 1 s e implies 1 ІЕ ті(А )П - Ε ΒΩ| I < ε. 
ιι
 η
 І І ^ Ч д- ' ' o n О 
By virtue of 2 we have: E ir(A )Ω « η, (Α )Ω and since Β is invariant 
о n ф n 
for G we have Ε ΒΩ = ΒΩ. 
о 
Hence : 
Ι η,(Α )Ω - ΒΩ|I < e 
φ n 
When D is an arbitrary element of π(0θ we use the fact that both 
η j (A ) and В are elements of τ (OL)' to conclude: 
Φ n 
τκ(Α )0Ω - ΒΟΩ ΐ ε D 
Φ n 
Since the vectors ΟΩ are dense in Jc this implies that η (A ) con-
Φ n 
verges strongly to B. 
The operators η (A ) belong to Ti(Ot)" which is weakly and hence strong­
ly closed. Consequently В is contained in Ti(Ôt)" and we proved: 
* :
 c псоо". 
Φ 
We have à fortiori fc' с (ττ(Λ) üU(G))" = 3? ; hence Χ. ' is abelian. 
φ ф ф 
This completes the proof of 3 . 
Next we consider the center of 9E, which is: 
Φ Φ Φ 
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Since 9? ' с π( Ä ) " we haye: 
Φ 
Л
А
 Л Λ!, - АГ = А! Л πί«}" = тг(Л),|П πίΟΙ)' О U(G)' 
This means that the elements of the center of Λ. are precisely the 
invariant elements of the center of π(Α)", This proves 4 . 
Since we showed above that η,(A) is an invariant element of the 
Φ 
center of π(0ί)" this proves also the last statement. 
We start now the discussion of the extremal invariant states. The 
following lemmacharacterizes extremal invariant states and η-weakly 
clustering states in terms of the corresponding representation. 
Lemma:II.1.2. 
1 A G-invariant state is extremal invariant if and only if 3?. is 
Φ 
irreducible. 
2 An arbitrary state φ is weakly clustering with respect to G if 
and only if Й, is an eigenvector of η^(Α) for all Α ε OL . 
Φ φ 
Proof: Suppose φ is extremal invariant. Let Ρ be a projection opera­
tor from Ä!, so Ρ commutes with τ(ΰΐ)" and is invariant for U(g). 
According to [9; 2.5.l] the functional defined by: 
ψ (A) = (ΡΏ, π(Α)Ω) 
is a positive functional majorised by φ. The functional ψ is inva-
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riant since Ρ conmutes with U(g). 
Therefore we have the following decomposition of φ into invariant 
and positive functionals: φ = ψ + (φ- ψ). 
Since φ is extremal invariant this decomposition must be trivial i.e. 
Ψ = λφ. 
or: (Pil, π(Α)β) = λ(Ω,τι(Α)Γί) 
Since ττ(Α)Ω is dense, this equation has as only solutions Ρ = 0 or 
Ρ = 1. Hence the commutant of 92 consists of scalars and Ä acts 
Φ Φ 
irreducibly. 
To prove the converse suppose now that Ä. is irreducible, and let 
there be given a decomposition of φ into invariant positive functio­
nals: φ = ψ + ψ . 
According to [9;2.5.l] there exists an operator В in ii(dt)' such that: 
i^(A) = (ΒΩ, π(Α)Ω) 
The invariance of ψ. implies moreover: Β ε U(G)' hence we have: 
Β ε Л '. Since .3t, is irreducible, В can only be a multiple of the 
Φ Φ 
identity;ψ. is therefore a multiple of φ. This means that the decom­
position is trivial and the proof of 1 is complete. 
The second statement of the lemma is almost a. direct consequence of 
the various definitions. 
The definition of (η-Veakly clustering is: 
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η(Ω, π(α.[Α]) π(Β)Ώ) » η(Ω, π(α« [Α])η)(Ω,π(Β)Ω) for all A,Be Я 
Using the definition of η this is equivalent with: 
(Я, η (Α)π(Β)Ω) = (Я, η (Α)Ω)(Ω,π(Β)Ω) 
or equivalently: 
((П
Ж
(А) - (η,η
Α
(Α)η))*Ω, π(Β)Ω) = 0 
Since π(Β)Ω is dense this is true if and only if: 
гк(А) Ω - (Ω, π (Α)Ω)Ω 
Φ Φ 
Since Dt is a algebra and since η preserves conjugation this means 
that Ω is an eigenvector of all η,(A). 
Φ 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We have gathered now all necessary preliminaries to discuss the re­
lations between extremal invariance and (η-bíeak clustering. 
Theorems of this type are by now well known in the literature; com-
pare [19, 20, 21, 22, 12, 15]. 
The three first quoted papers restrict their attention to abelian 
groups. In [22} and [l5] the results are generalised to arbitrary 
groups. Our study is most related to that of [12] where advantage 
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is taken of the fact that the groups of physical interest are amenable. 
Theorem II.1.3 
For an arbitrary continuous representation of G the following two 
conditions are equivalent for every G-invariant state φ: 
1 φ is (ry^ weakly clustering with respect to G. 
2 E is one dimensional. 
о 
These conditions imply: 
3 φ is extremal G-invariant. 
When G acts moreover η-asymptotically abelian then these three condi­
tions are equivalent. 
Proof: Suppose φ is (n+weakly clustering; according to lemma 11,1,2 
this is equivalent with: 
n (Α)Ω = λ,Я 
φ А 
Following lemma II.1.1 we have: 
ть(А)Я = E іт(А)Я 
φ о 
Hence: E тг(А)Я = λ. Ω 
Ο Α 
Since Я is cyclic this is equivalent with the condition that E pro­
jects on the one dimensional subspace generated by Я. The extremal 
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invariance of φ can, due to lemma 11,1.2., be deduced from the irre-
ducibility of ßt .. 
Φ 
Suppose В is an element of -^L-
The vector ΒΩ is then invariant since В commutes with U(g). The fact 
that the subspace of invariant vectors is one dimensional implies 
then: 
В Я = λ ü 
Since В is further an element of π( dt )' and since Ω is separating 
for this algebra, due to the fact that Й is cyclic for ^(¿t), we 
conclude that В is a scalar. Hence Jt. acts irreducibly when E is 
φ о 
one dimensional. This concludes the proof of the first part of the 
theorem. 
To prove that these properties are equivalent for η-asymptotically 
abelian groups it suffices to show that extremal invariance implies 
(n^weak clustering in this case, 
By lemma II.1.2. we have that extremal invariance implies that -Ж 
Φ 
is irreducible. The center of ßp consists therefore of scalars. In 
the case of an η-asymptotically abelian group lemma II. 1.1. assures 
that η,(A) is an element of the center of ^ .. 
Φ Φ 
Consequently П.(A) is a scalar and each vector, in particular Ω, is 
an eigenvector of η (A). By lemma II.1.2. this implies that φ is 
(n-^ weakly clustering. 
This closes the proof of the theorem. 
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II.2 Cluster properties, primajy states and К.И,S. condition, 
Up to now we only discussed the concept of (rv^ weak clustering in the 
representation. The following two lemma's give the relative positior 
of the remaining cluster properties in this frame work, 
We specialise now to abelian groupps, isomorphic with R , having in 
mind space or time translations. 
By Stone's theorem there exists a projection valued measure E on R 
such that a continuous and unitary representation U of G is decom­
posed as: 
U(a) = I ^• dE(?) 
One of the results of theorem 11.1,3. is that it furnishes us with 
a characterization of weak clustering in terms of the spectrum of 
U. It states that (η-híeak clustering is equivalent with the fact thî 
E(o)(= E ) is one dimensional. 
о 
The following lemma gives analogues properties for weak mixing and 
strong clustering. 
Lemma:II.2.1. 
ν . 
One considers G 52R . Let φ be a G-invariant state and let E be 
о 
one dimensional or equivalently let φ be (p'Jweakly clustering. Then 
1 φ is weakly mixing if and only if the point ρ • 0 is the only 
discrete point of the spectrum of U , 
2 φ is strongly clustering when the spectral measure of U is, 
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except for the point ρ = 0, absolutely continuous with respect to 
the Lebesque measure on R , 
Proof : To prove the first statement it is convenient to introduce 
the continuous unitary representation V of G in L(i«' ® ¿(.} defined 
Φ Φ 
by: 
VCaXfj β Ψ 2) = U(î) Yj β U*(a) Ψ 2 ; ψ,, Ψ 2 ε J? 
We denote by D(o) the projection on the subspace of vectors invariant 
for V(a) 
We reduce the problem now by proving the following assertion: The 
representation U belongs to a weakly mixing state if and only if 
D(o) is one dimensional. Since every vector of Jc can be approxi­
mated by vectors of the form π(Α)Ω we may express the condition that 
φ is weakly mixing as: 
л 
η I CV ,,11(1) 4-2) - № ,,Ω) СП,*
 2 ) I - 0 ; Yj, Ψ 2 ε Λ ? 
When Ψ, is a multiple of Ω this relation is trivially fulfilled since 
Ω is invariant. We may restrict our attention therefore to vectors 
Ψ 2 with СЧ'2,Й) - 0. 
The above relation reduces then to: 
л 
η I CVj.UCa) Ψ 2 ) | = 0 ; Ψ ] , Ч^ е ^ , СУ^Я) = 0 
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Since η is a positive functional this is equivalent with: 
η( (Vj, U(a )<C2)(V¿> U(a>")4'¡)) = 0 (Υ2,Ω) = 0 or (ψ^η)=0 
In Lensor product notation this becomes 
A 
nCfj ® Ψ], V(a) V 2 « ψ ρ = 0 ; (Ψ2 β ψ^,η β Ω) = 0 
Adding again the vector Si ® Ci we arrive at: 
ч(Ч
 { φ f ] , (а)Т 2 β· р = (Ψ J β Υ], Ω · Ω) (Η * ii,V2 * 'l· ^ ) 
for all f
r
 Ψ^, r 2, f J r Jf. 
This implies that V ! s) г j-weakly clustering on η Φ J£. 
By the same arguments as used for theorem II.1.3. we conclude that 
this is equivalent with the fact that ϋ(0) is one-dimensional. Since 
this proves the assertion above it remains to show that D(0) is one-
dimensional if and only if si is the only eigenvector of U. 
With every eigenvector ' of U with eigenvalue / corresponds the vector 
'J « Τ which is invariant for V since >λ = 1 due to the unitarity 
of the representation. Therefore U can have only one eigenvector if 
D(0) is one-dimensional. 
To prove th¿ converse suppose thai U has only S. as eigenveclor but 
that V does have more then one inv.iriarl vector. Ue may choose I hen 
this vector orthogonal to > S ,.. 
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When the spectral decomposition of U has the form: 
U(a) = ƒ е І а- р d L(?) 
R 
We can decompose V(a) as: 
V(a) = ƒ eÎa>-(P-4)d(E(p*)e E(î)) 
The validity of this formula follows directly by explicit calculation 
of terms of the form: (f J « 'I', 4(a) Ψ Ю 'f ) . 
The projection D(0) can then be expressed as: 
D( 0) = J> <l(E(p) ® E(q)) 
p=q 
The presence of an invaiiant vector orthogonal Lo Si β ίί implies that 
there exists a vector Ψ β Ψ„ orthognal to ίΐ β Ω such that: 
(f j β 4'2> D(0) Ψ j β Ψ 2) ΐί О 
By the formula above: 
J ^ d μ(ρ)χ v(g) φ 0; μ (ρ) Ξ (f j , E(p) ψ j ) .vCg) = (.4
 2,E(.q)4 2 
p= q 
Since Ψ β ί_ is orthogonal to Ω · Sì either ψ or f is orthogonal to 
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Ω. Suppose Ψ orthogonal to Ω then μ is a non-atomic measure since Í2 
is the only eigenvector of U. It is well known that this implies that 
the plane ρ = q in R χ R has measure zero with respect to the mea­
sure μ χ v. (Compare e.g. 23;pg 147І) 
This contradicts what we deduced above, hence D(0) is one-dimensional. 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
We suppose next that the spectral measure of U is, except for the 
vector Ω, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesque measure. 
This means that for Ψ orthogonal to Ω the signed measure μ defined 
by: 
μ(ρ) = (Ψ*. E(p) Ψ
ο
) ; T
o >
 f' ε ¿С (4^, й) = О 
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesque measure. 
Since the measure μ is moreover finite (μ(Κ ) = (ψ, Ψ'))the Radon-
Nikodym theorem guarantees the existence of an integrable funcripn 
f such that: 
d μ(ρ) = f(p) dp ; dp denotes the Lebesque measure on R . 
We have then : 
(t\ U(a) Ψ
ο
) = jT e l a- p f(p) dp ; (4<
о
, Ω) = О 
Since f is an integrable function this implies by the theorem of 
Riemann-Lebesque : 
Lira (f, U (a) Τ ) - 0. (Τ , Ω) = 0 
- » - о о 
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An arbitrary Τ in «if can be written as f = ψ i (Ω, f) Ω ; С1" , Q) = 0. 
For this arbitrary f it follows then: 
^im (4", U(a)Y) = (Ψ', Ω) (Ω, ψ) 
Whi'n we insert Ψ' = r(A) Ω and f = π(Β)Ω this reduces to the defini­
tion of strong clustering. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We notice that the converse of the second part of the lemma is not 
true since there exist examples of measures which are singular with 
respect to the Lebesque measure and nevertheless yield: 
Lim ƒ e13"1" dM(p) = 0 (Compare [24; o. 13l]) 
The last cluster property, the uniform clustering, is of a somewhat 
different char-icter. its importance resides in the validity of the 
following lemma. 
Lemma : 11.2.2. 
Let Φ be an arbitrary state on & . The following two conditions 
are equivalent. 
1 φ is uniformly clustering with respect to space translations. 
2 ττ,(Λ)'1 is a factor (or the state φ is primary) 
Proof: Let us suppose first that π ( Λ ) " is a factor. This means 
that the С algebra «£) generated by τι(Α) and π ( ¿Ό ' acts irredu-
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cibly on J£ . 
Let A be an arbitrary element of Л . We want to show that: 
|v(BA) - φ(Β)ψ(Α)| ί S(R)||B|| ; Lim e(R) = 0 
R-«° 
for Β ε (X f-i(S(R)) (S(R) sphere with radius R) 
We define A' = A - (Ω, тг(А) Ω) 
We have then π(Α')Ω orthogonal to Ü. 
One calculates easily that: 
φ(ΒΑ) - ф(В)ф(А) = (П. r(B) η(Α')Ω) 
We want to construct now an operator Ъ ь <ß satisfying: 
1° ΟΩ = ii(A')íi 
Ao * 
2 D Ω = О 
This construction runs as follows: 
The hermitian operators Τ and Τ , defined on the subspace 
Κ = {-(Α')Ω, Ω}, are given by: 
Τ Ω = h C A ' ) " , Т^чСА')«) = i« 
Τ2Ω = -JÍTI(A')ÍÍ , Τ2(ίτ(Α')Ω) = JiSì 
By the transitivity theorem ^9;2.8.3] we conclude that there exist 
hermitian operators D and D. out of ¿) that coincide with Τ resp, 
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T 2 on К. 
The operator D = D + iD satisfies the conditions above. For this 
operator D we have: 
ф(ВА) - ф(В)ф(А) = (и, τ(Β)ΒΩ) 
and : 
(Ω, Οτ(Β)Ω) = (D*fi,Tr(B)fî) = О 
Consequently: 
;ф(ВА) - ф(В)ф(А)| = |(П, [π(Β), D]_fi)| 
Due to the definition of ¿9 we can approximate D with elements D of 
R 
«¿?_, the С algebra generated by π(α(3(Κ)) and π ( Λ ) 1 such that: 
I D-D J | ΐ i e(R) ; Lim ε(Κ) = О 
If we take now Β ε Ol (-iS(R)) then π(Β) commutes with cu . 
К 
Consequently we have: 
|ф(ВА) - φ(Β)φ(A)| s l![r(B),D]_|Ι ί ||В|| ε (R) 
This proves the first part of the lemma. 
We now come to the Co..j irse. 
I am indebted to Prof. Araki for an outline of a proof of this point. 
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Suppose φ is uniformly clustering and let С be an element of the 
center of π(# )". 
Since ттСА)' с ттСЖЗСЮ) 1 t h i s means t h a t , for a l l R, С i s c o n t a i n e d 
i n vi OC)" fì T T Í Í J U S O O ) ' . 
By lemma I . 1 . 1 . we conclude t h e n : 
С ε T T ( Ä ( I S ( R ) ) ) " f o r a l l R. 
By the density theorem of Kaplanski there exists, for fixed A e ÛL , 
an operator π (Β) ε τ (dt tnS(R) ) ) such that ||ττ(Β)|| < ||с|| and satis­
fying: 
1° Ι (Ω, г (В) π (Α) Ω) - (Ω, Стт(А)П)| .f ε 
2° |(Ω,ΤΓ(Β)«) - (й,СЙ)|.|(Я,іг(А)Я)| .< ε 
This implies: 
|(Ω,0ττ(Α)Ω) - (Ω,с Ω)(Ω,π(Α)Ω) | 
$ 2ε + | (Ω,π(Β)π(Α)Ω) - (Ω,π(Β)Ω)(Ω,π(Α)Ω)| 
Due to the uniform clustering of φ this gives: 
|(Ω,Οτι(Α)Ω) - (Ω,С Ω)(Ω,π(Α)Ω)| 
ί 2ε + ||В||
 E(R) <: 2ε + ||c|| E(R) 
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Since we can make c(R) and e independently arbitrarily small we have 
for all Α ε il : 
(Ω, (С - (Ω, Си)) π(Α)Ω) = О 
Since С - (Ω, Ztí) is an element of ττ( Λ ) ' we may write this as: 
(тгСА^П, (С - (Ω, СП)) π(Α2)Ω) = 0 к^ ^ ζ â( 
From the fact that Ω is cyclic we conclude then: С = (Ω, 0Ω) 
Since С was an arbitrary element of the center of π(0ί)" this proves 
that π ( Λ ) " is a factor. 
We notice that it is not only of mathematical interest to know when 
a state is primary since the primarity of a state implies that when­
ever this state is invariant for some n-asymptotic abelian group 
it is also extremal invariant for that group. This is a simple con­
sequence of lemma II. 1.1 which implies that Λ ! is trivial whenever 
the center of π .(f t .) is trivial and of lemma II.1.2 which states 
that the irreducibility of 3t, implies that φ is extremal invariant. 
The lemma above shows that one needs rather strong cluster proper­
ties in space in order to show that a state is primary. We show that 
for translations in time it suffices to assume only (n-}weak cluste­
ring in order to get a primary state. This behaviour is due to a 
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well known consequence of the K.M.S. condition that we prove first 
[25, 26, 27]. 
We follow the analysis as given by Araki. [27j 
Lemma II.2.3. 
When φ is a time invariant state satisfying the K.M.S. condition then 
the center of π^(Α)" is elementwise invariant for U, (T). 
φ Φ 
Proof : The f i r s t step in the proof i s to show that the vector s t a t e 
defined by Ω on 7T(¿f ) " also s a t i s f i e s the K.M.S. condit ion, or 
e x p l i c i t l y : 
ƒ f „ ( t ) ( « , В U(t)M;)dt = ƒ f ( t ) (a ,A U*(t) Bfi)dt 
-g о 
for А,В e π ( Α ) " and f ( t ) - ƒ Ε ( ω ) β 1 ω ( , : + ΐ Υ ^ ω , f t D 
The proof is based on the fact that the original K.M.S. condition 
ensures the validity of this formula for A , В с τι ( Χ ). One proofs 
о о 
easily that the integrals above are continuous for fixed В (resp. A), 
with respect to the weak topology, on the unit ball of "r(#)". 
By the density theorem of Kaplanski one concludes then that the 
equality of the two integrals extends from r(0f) to •п(Й')". Details 
can be found in [27; 2.4J . 
Let us consider now an element С of the center of "(ЙГ)" then 
* . 
U(t)CU (t) is also contained in the center, since the invariance 
(as set) of π(Λ') implies the invariance of TI(Ä) 1 and ^ (¿ЯО". 
Consequently we have: 
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(fi, BU(t)Cfi) - (Ω, CU*(t) ΒΩ) for all Β ε 7г(Л)" 
In terms of the spectral decomposition of U(t) with spectral measure 
Ε(ω') we have: 
(Я, BU(t)Cfi) = [е 1 Ш t duCiü') ; μ(ω') = (Β*Ω, ЕСш^СП) 
The K.M.S. condition then takes the form: 
ß(.m)eiu>t еІ ω' '1 αμ(ω·) dUdt 
Since f is a function of the class D we can perform first the inte­
gration over ω and t; this yields: 
У^-ш'М! - e-"'3) (Μω') = 0 
Since t h i s must h o l d for a l l f i n D we c o n c l u d e t h a t the measure μ 
i s c o n c e n t r a t e d i n ω' = 0. 
Consequent ly we h a v e : 
(Ω, BU(t)CQ) = (Ω, BCÍ2) 
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Since this is true for all Β ε ττ(&)" and since С is in the center 
of π ( Α ) " this implies: 
U(t) CUCt)"1 = С for С ε π(ΟΤ)" π т(,Л)' 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We shall use the K.M.S. condition in the sequel mainly in connection 
with this lemma. There are however many other interesting consequen­
ces of the K.M.S. condition such as the synmetry between π ( Λ ) " and 
тЧЛ)', quasi-unitary structure and the fact that Q is separating 
for тг(Л)". Since we do not need these facts in the sequel one is 
refered to the literature for a further discussion.
 t' j Oi17,?b, 
26, 27) 
Our original purpose to find conditions on the behaviour in time of 
the state φ sufficient to guarantee that φ is primary is a direct 
consequence of this lemma. 
Corollary II.2.4. 
Let φ be a state invariant for time translations satisfying the 
K.M.S. condition. 
1 When φ is extremal invariant (or weakly clustering) then φ is 
primary. 
2 When time translations act moreover η-asymptotically abelian we 
have: a) The center of іг( Я)" coincides with the center of A . 
b) The three conditions of 1 are equivalent. 
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Proof: The center of π ( Α ) " is elementwise invariant for U(T) i.e. 
тг(ЛГ)" η viÛO' П U(Τ)" = іг(Я)" η ïï(Öf)' 
Hence we conclude that the center of π(0Ο" is contained in: 
(π(Λ)" υ U(Τ))" η π( Λ ) ' η U(T)' 
i.e. contained in the center of 92,. 
Φ 
By lemma II. 1.2. we know that extremal invariance implies that Я 
acts irreducibly. In particular this implies that its center is 
trivial, consequently the center of π ( Α ) " is also trivial. Since we 
know from theorem II. 1.3. that weak clustering always implies ex­
tremal invariance this ends the proof of 1 . 
When time translations act n-asymptotically abelian we have by lemma 
II. I. 1. that the center oí Я is contained in the center of tiiûC)". 
Together with the converse statement which was a consequence of the 
K.M.S. condition this proves 2 . To prove 2 it suffices to show 
that the primarity of φ implies that φ is extremal invariant for an 
η-asymptotic abelian group. The proof of this statement was already 
given in the course of the discussion above. 
II.3. Decomposition into extremal invariant states. 
In this section we describe the decomposition of a G-invariant state 
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φ into extremal G-invariant states. 
Again it will be the asymptotic abelianess of the system that will 
enable us to obtain results similar to the classical theory. 
There exist essentially two methods to obtain this decomposition. The 
first one starts by decomposing an algebra, the other one decomposes 
directly the state. 
The first method performs a central decomposition as described in 
[9; 8, 4, 2І of the С algebra » generated by π
Λ
(Α) and U.CG). 
^ ·* φ Φ φ 
The vector Q is then decomposed as: 
a = jn
x
 du(x) 
With this decomposition corresponds a decomposition of > as: 
φ = Ι ψ dy(X) in which ψ is defined as: 
Ψ
λ
(Α) = (Ω
λ) -λ<Α)Ωλ) 
In the central decomposition the center of т.(-г)" is trivial, con-
sequently the center of Ä is trivial. As we showed in the first 
'h 
section this implies that ψ is extremal invariant. Details can be 
found in [l9, 26, 28] . 
This method has however the drawback that it is only valid for an 
algebra ÛC that is norm separable. Since this is in general not the 
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case it is important to find a more general way of decomposing the 
state φ. This second method will be based on the theory of Bishop 
and de Leeuw [29j . Our analysis will be in fact a simplification of 
the central decomposition of a positive functional as described by 
Wils [30] . 
We prove then the following theorem. 
Theorem II.3.1. 
Let φ be a G-invariant state on Λ and let the amenable and separable 
group G act η-asymptotically abelian on Ä . Then there exists a 
Radon measure μ on the compact convex set S of all invariant states, 
representing φ i.e. such that 
φ(A) = ƒ ψ (Α) άμ(ψ) 
S 
о 
and with the property that every Baire set of S , that is disjunct 
from the extremal points of S , has measure zero. This measure μ is 
о 
unique. 
* 
Proof: We equip the set S with its weak topology which makes S 
о о 
into a compact convex set. 
Consider now the С algebra C(S ) of all continious functions on S . 
о о 
For every element А с Я we define the element Α ε С(S ) by: 
Α(ψ) = φ (A). One has A* = A. 
Since the elements A separate the points of S the algebra generated 
by these elements i s umlormly dense in C(S ) by the Stone-Weier-
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Strass theorem. 
Hence an element of С (S ) is completely defined by giving its value 
о 
on e l e m e n t s of C(S ) of t h e form: A, . A„ . . . A . 
о 1 2 η 
By the Riesz-representat ion theorem we know that the pos i t ive Radon 
* 
measures ν on S correspond with positive elements L e С (S ). We 
о
 r r
 ν о 
define now the Radon measure μ, representing Φ, by: 
ƒ ψ(Α
Ι
).ψ(Λ2)...ψ(Αιι) dy(*) = ίμ(Α1.Α2...Αη) 
о 
= wv-w-vvv 
It is clear that μ represents φ since: 
ƒ ψ (Α) άμ(ψ) = L (A) = (Ω ,η (А)П.) = Φ (A), 
g U Φ Φ Φ 
O 
the last equality being a consequence of the invariance of φ. 
We first want to show that L defines indeed a positive element of 
μ 
c\s
o
). 
Due to lemma II. 1.1. the С algebra generated by the elements n,(A) 
Φ 
is abelian. 
Let Ζ denote its spectrum, then the Gelfand iscAorphism R repre­
sents the n,(A) as continuous functions on Z. 
Φ 
The vector state defined by ñ is represented as a positive measure 
μ on Z. 66 
We define now the state ψ ε S for ζ ε Ζ by; 
ψ,(Α) = R(n,(A)(z) 
ζ φ 
From the definition of η, it is clear that this defines indeed an 
Φ 
invar iant s t a t e . 
Let Ρ denote a polynomial in A , A. , . ,Α then we f ind the fo l lowing 
e x p r e s s i o n for L : 
L (P(Â ,Â . . . , Α J ) (Ω Ρ(η (Α ) ,η (A ) , . . , η (Α ))Ω ) 
μ ι Ζ χι φ φ ΐ φ ζ ' ψ η φ 
= ƒ P ( R ( n . ( A 1 ) ) ( z ) , R ( n . ( A n ) ) ( z ) dy(z) 
У Φ 1 f n 
/ Ρ (Ψ (Α.) , Ψ (Α ) ) dy(z) 
ζ
 ζ 1 ζ η 
/ PCA. Α )(ψ ) dÛ(z) 
ζ
 Ι η ζ 
Since μ is a positive measure on Ζ one concludes that L is a posi­
tive element of С (S ) . 
о 
Notice that in the case of a discrete spectrum we have: 
KA) = Σ μ
η
 ψ, (A) 
η η ζ,, 
It is then easy to show that the states ψ are extremal invariant. 
z
n 
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The fact that Ζ is discrete implies namely that there exists an in­
variant vector ψ e Jf, which is an eigenvector of η (A), Α ε Λ , 
Π φ Φ 
such t h a t : 
ψ (A) = R(n ( A ) ) ( z ) = (ψ ,η.(Α)ψ ) = (ψ ,π (Α)ψ ) 
ζ Φ n п ф п п ф п 
n 
By virtue of lemma II. 1.2. one has then that ψ is weakly cluste-
ring and hence extremal invariant. 
In the general case the situation is more complicated. We have to 
invoke a theorem of Bishop and de Leeuw [29; 5, 3J which implies 
that μ is concentrated on the extremal points of S in the sense of 
the theorem above, when L is maximal i.e. every other measure v, 
representing ф, satisfies: 
L (Â2) < L (Â2) for all selfadjoint Α ε £ 
This reduces then the problem to a proof of this inequality. 
We have : 
L (Â2) = ƒ ψ (A)2 dv^) 
S
o 
The states ψ occuring in this decomposition are positive and inva­
riant; further A is selfadjoint and we may write therefore: 
φ (A) 2 = (η
ψ
(Α)Ω
ψ
,Ω
ψ
)(Ω
ψ>
η
ψ
(Α)ί2ψ) s< 
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«
 А)
 У
Л ) 
= Ί<νΑ>ν \ я \ ^ 
η ψ (Α α- [λ] ) 
S 
From the l a s t equation i t follows that ψ(Α α~[Α]) is a function of 
g 
pos i t i ve type on G. From the discussion in 1.2. we have then: 
η ψ(Λ П^ГАІ) = Lim Ι ψ (A а
л
ГАІ) 
S η - η е 
With I an integral over a compact subset of G. 
η 
One readily sees that, due to the continuity of a, the application: 
ψ -> Ι ψ (A a-[A]) is continuous in the weak topology on S . 
Hence we conclude that the (pointwise) limit of these functions i.e. 
the function: ψ ->• η ψ(Α α-.[Α]) is a Baire function on S (e.g. [23; 
p. 223]). This together with the inequality deduced above yields: 
L (Λ2) ί ƒ η ψ (А а-ΓΑ]) dv(ijO 
ν
 ς
 g 1 J 
Sn 
By writing again η = Lim I we can apply successively Lebesque 
n
-Mo
 n 
bounded convergence theorem and Fubini's theorem to interchange the 
symbol η and the integration over S . 
о 
This yields: 
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"Ό 
bjb2) < η f Ψ(Α a
s
[Aj) άν(φ) 
S 
Since ν represents the s t a t e φ we may wri te th i s as : 
\a2) Í п(П
ф
,уА> υ
φ
(8)τ
φ
(Α)«
φ
) 
л2 
or by the definition of n : L (Л ) ζ (Í2, , η. (A) n. (Α)Ω^) 
φ V φ φ φ φ 
By the definition of L however, this second term equals L (·\ ) . 
Consequently L ii> maximal and the measure μ is concentrated on the 
extremal points of S with respect to Baire sets. 
о 
We now come to the unicity of the measure μ. 
Suppose that ν is a second Radon measure, representing the state ф, 
that is concentrated on the extremal points of S with respect to 
Baire sets. We want to show μ = v. 
By the foregoing ui-^_ssion it suffices to prove: 
V W - V -L^ A,.^ ... A
n
) 
We have: L (A .A ... A ) = ƒ φ(A,).ψ(Α )...ψ(Α ) αν(ψ) 
ν 1 ¿ τι
 ς
 1 ¿ n 
о 
Consider now the function f on S defined by: 
о
 J 
ί(Ψ) = Π,... n^íag [A,]...β. [Aj) - φίΑ, ) . . М^) 
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When ψ is an extremal point of S we have by theorem II. 1.3. that Ψ 
is also η-weakly clustering for an asymptotic abelian group. By a 
repeated application of the cluster property one concludes then: 
ί(ψ) • 0 when ψ is an extremal point of S . 
With the same reasoning as above for the application of a single 
mean one proves that f is a Baire function. 
The set of points ψ for which f(φ) φ 0 is then a Baire set disjunct 
from the extremal points of S . Consequently this set has measure 
zero. Hence we have: 
ƒ £(ψ) dv(i|>) - 0 
S 
о 
t h i s implies: 
О 1 Δ n 
о 
Interchanging again the application of the mean η and the integral 
over S we arrive at: 
о 
VVV--V = ν η 2 · · · η η ; * ( a i [Αι]·α8 [ A 2 ] - " \ [ A n - ) d v a ) 
о 
S i n c e У r e p r e s e n t s the s t a t e φ we can w r i t e : 
L (A ...A. ) = п . . . . η (Ω^,π (ou [A,] . . .π (α« Γ А ~\)ь ) 
v i n 1 п ф ф ^ , 1 - ] - 1 Φ g L n- ^ 
1 n 
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By the definition of η we have then 
VVV A ' = (VVVW---VVV 
Using now the definition of y we finally obtain 
vvv A = vvvA 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We notice that for a separable algebra IL μ is concentrated on the 
extremal points of S in a somewhat stronger way. In that case 
namely S is compact me trisab le (e.g. [9; p. 354 B7]) and therefore 
separable. The notion of Baire set coalesces then with the notion 
of Borei set. [23; P· 218 Ej. The measure μ is concentrated on the 
extremal points even with respect to Borei sets. 
Ruelle obtained some more results in this direction by constructing 
for a special class of states a countable family of operators sepa­
rating them from all other states. [20, 31J 
He bases his analysis on the theory of Choquet and Meyer which is 
related to the theory of Bishop and de Leeuw. 
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CHAPTER III 
SYMMETRY BREAKING 
This chapter gives a classification of equilibrium states according 
to the symnetry of the ergodic states into which they can be decom-
posed. The purpose is to find conditions which are sufficient to 
single out the crystallographic symmetries as a particular class. 
The first section gives a rough partition into states which are 
(strongly) transitive and states which do not possess this property. 
It is shown that states with symmetries of physical interest are 
strongly transitive. 
The second section gives then a further classification of strongly 
transitive states and yields a characterisation of crystal states 
by means of cluster properties. 
III.l Transitive states 
We start this section by showing that states arising from the decom-
position into extremal invariant states are still physically accep-
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t a b l e e q u i l i b r i u m s t a t e s i . e . a r e i n v a r i a n t in timo ..nd ь.иіьГу the 
K.M.S. c o n d i t i o n . (C.ompnrc a l s o 25, 2C ] ) I t w i l l bo uscf i ' l to i n t r o -
T S E 
duce t h e symbols ι , t.' and r for r e s p . t h e mean over Lr.in.sl . l i ions 
i n t i m e , space t r a n s l a t i o n s and over t h e E u c l i d e a n g roup; we d e n o t e 
T S E f u r t h e r by S , S and S the s t a t e s i n v a r i a n t i n t i m e , space and f o r 
o o o
 r 
t h e E u c l i d e a n g r o u p . 
Lemma : I I I . 1. 1. 
3 '•· . 
Suppose T, R and E a c t η - a s y m p t o t i c a l l y a b e l i a n on il . Let ψ be a 
K.M.S. s t a t e i n v a r i a n t i n time and i n v a r i a n t for E . Let ι. be any of 
t h e r e p r e s e n t i n g Radon measures c o n c e n t r a t e d on r e s p e c t i v e l y t h e e x -
T S E 
t remai p o i n t s of S , S or S in t h e s e n s e of theorem I I . 3 . 1 . , then 
o o o 
the s u p p o r t of μ c o n s i s t s of s t a t e s i n v a r i a n t i n t ime and s a t i s f y i n g 
the K.M.S. c o n d i t i o n . 
Proof : D e f i n e , f o r every B o r e i s u b s e t F of S , t h e p o s i t i v e f u n c t i o ­
n a l і|.р by: 
F
 F 
T S E (S s t a n d s for e i t h e r S , S or S ) 
о o o o 
S i n c e μ r e p r e s e n t s φ i t i s c l e a r t h a t ψ < 6 . By [9 ; 2 , 5 , I J we have 
VA ) = (DF V V A ) V w i t h D F F V Ä) ' 
Since F is a subset of S we have moreover that ψ and consequently 
D is invariant for U.(G) , in which G stands for one of the groups 
г φ 
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T, S or E . 
One has : 
D F e π < * ) ' 0 U (G)' =& с π (Л)' 
The last inclusion is a consequence of lemma II.1.1. since G acts 
asymptotically abelian on Л. 
Hence D_ is an element of the center of π,(#)". By lemma II.2.3. 
Γ φ 
this center is elementwise invariant for translations in time, con­
sequently ψ is invariant in time. We show that ψ satisfies the 
F F 
К.M.S. condition. 
One has : 
ƒ f „(Οψ (Βα [Α]) dt = ƒ (Í2 ,D% (B)U (ί)π (Α)Ω )f
 r
(t)dt 
-ρ F t ф r φ ф ф ф -g 
We have seen in II.2.3. that the K.M.S. condition for ф extends to 
ц 
elements of π ( tf)" in the representation; since D„ir,(B) is such an 
φ г φ 
element we may write: 
ƒ f_ß(t)tF(Bat[A])dt = ƒ (D^>%(at;'])^(B)^)fo(t)dL 
= ƒ fo(t)*F(at[A>)dt 
i.e. ψ satisfies the K.M.S. condition. 
Recalling now the definition of ψ we may use the theorem of Fubini 
F 
to write: 
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;αμ(ψ) { ƒ dt f
 ο
(ϋ)ψ(Βα ΓΑ]) - ƒ dt f (t)v(a [A]B)} = o 
F -fi t o t 
Since this equality holds for all Borei sets F and since the expres­
sion between the brackets is (weak ) continuous in ψ we conclude: 
ƒ dt f_ (ΐ)ψ(Βα4.[Α]) = I dt fo(t)iKat[A]B) for all ψ ε Supp (μ) 
In the same way the time invaciance of the states ψ ε Supp μ is de­
duced from the invariance of ψ . 
г 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
We see from this lemma that the decomposition of the original equi­
librium state into extremal euclidean invariant states yields again 
equilibrium (K.M.S.) states with the full euclidean symmetry. Physi­
cally this decomposition corresponds with a decomposition into states 
which corresponds with a pure phase or with a mixture of only one 
phase (e.g. crystals shifted in space, a superposition of magnetic 
systems with different orientations of the magnetisation, etc.) 
whereas the original state can of course be a mixture of different 
phases (gas-liquid). The symmetry breaking that we want to analyse 
occurs when one decomposes the so obtained extremal euclidean inva­
riant state further into ergodic states. We consider therefore in 
the sequel the class Ρ of all states on ÍK which are invariant in 
time, extremal euclidean invariant and satisfying the K.M.S. condi-
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tíon. 
It is of course possible that an extremal euclidean invariant equi-
librium state represents already a pure phase i.e. is extremal in-
variant in time. We will call this type of states SP.. 
Their characterization is a direct consequence of the results of 
chapter II. 
Corallary III.1.2. 
3 
Suppose E and Τ act η-asymptotically abelian. A state φ ε Ρ is of 
type SP if and only if φ is uniformly clustering in space. 
Proof: φ is uniformly clustering if and only if φ is primary by 
II.2.4. Since φ is a K.M.S. state the primarity of φ is equivalent 
with ergodicity (II.2.6). 
Following Kastler [32] we introduce now the notion of transitivity 
and the related concepts of orbit and stabiliser. 
E 
The orbit (for the euclidean group) of a state ψ is the set 0 of 
Ψ 
states defined by: 
0 = {α ψ; g e E } in which a is the transposed of α to Л 
Ψ g g g 
E 3 
The stabiliser is defined as the subset H, of E which leaves the 
Ψ 
state ψ invariant i.e.: 
H^ = { g ε E 3 Ι α'ψ = ψ } 
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E 3 
It is easy to see that И is a closed subgroup of E . 
A state Φ ε Ρ will be called transitive if the measure w that décom-
posée φ into ergodic states is concentrated on one orbit i.e. there 
E 
exists a state ψ such that: μ(0 ) = 1. The states occuring in the de­
composition of a transitive state represent physically the same pure 
phase since they are obtained from one physically pure state by an 
euclidean movement. 
The stabiliser Η is the symmetry group of ψ. It is clear that the 
#- I E 
stabiliser of the state α ψ is g H,g, which means that the states 
8 Ψ 
in one orbit have conjugate symmetries. 
S F 
We denote by H the closed subgroup of translations in H . 
In the sequel we are especially interested in those cases in which 
S 
H contains at least three non coplanar translations or equivalent-
3 S ly for which R /H is compact. 
3 3 S 
Since 0 is compact it is easy to see that the compactness of R /H 
3 E implies the compactness of Ε /Η , the converse however is not always 
Ψ 
true. 
The following theorem will show that transitivity is equivalent with 
3 E the compactness of Ε /Η,. 
ψ 
Theorem III.1.3. 
3 Suppose E and Τ act η-asymptotically abelian. Let φ ε Ρ and let μ 
denote the measure that decomposes φ into ergodic states. 
Then the tri 
ψ e Suppd-). 
. . 3 E 
Then the transitivity of φ implies that Ε /Η is compact for all 
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3 E 
When OL is separable the compactness of E /H( for all ψ e Supp(u) 
implies that φ is transitive. 
Proof : We notice first that the measure μ is invariant under the 
action of the euclidean group. Indeed: 
L (a [A,]..·a [A]) = (П. ,η^(α [Α.] ) .. .Π^α ΓΑ ])£}.); g с E 3 μ g L 1J g L η-1' φ' φ 4 g u 1 J / φ ν g L nJ ф " ь 
л Τ 
We recall that В is the element of C(S ) defined by: Β(ψ) = Ψ(Β). 
Since the euclidean group commutes with translations in time one has: 
L
u
(ag'Ail"-ag[AJ ) • <νυω"ϊ<ν···%<νυ*<8>ν 
Since Ω is invariant for U(g) we have: 
L (α [ А , ] . . . о [A ] ) = yCA-.-.A ) 
W 8 ' g n 1 Q 
This proves the statement above because functions of the type A ..A 
determine the measure completely. 
Suppose now that φ is transitive. There exists then a state a' such 
о 
that μ(0 Ε ) = 1. 
ψ
ο 
«ν, . . Э 3 E 
Let g + g be the canonical mapping form E onto Ε /H, .It is well 
"o 
known [32] that the mapping δ from Ε /Η onto 0 defineû by: 
о о 
- -v. t 3 
a(g) = a ñ Ψ0 ; g £ E 
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is continuous and one to one. 
3 •*• 
Let us denote the elements of E for a moment explicitly by (R,a) 
3 •* . in which R is an element of 0 and a is a translation. Consider now 
3 
the compact symnetric neighborhoud of the identity in E defined by: 
С = { (R,a) ; R ε О 3, ||a|| $ 1 } 
It is then clear that there exists a countable number of translations 
3 3 g ε E such that the union of all С = g С covers E . 
"η η η 
The set 3(C) is being the image of a compact set under continuous 
E 
transformations, a compact subset of 0 . 
We want to show now: u(S(C)) φ 0. 
We have 
E 
0, = S(è3) - 5<L/2í ) = U a t (S(C)) 
ψ
ο η
 n
 η
 g
n 
Due to the transitivity and the invariance of the measure one has: 
1 - μ(0 ) ί Σ р(5(Й)) 
ο η 
Hence we conclude μ(ά(0)) Φ 0. 
3 F 9 
Suppose now that E /II is not compact. Consider the set D = С (i.e. 
о 
D consisting of all elements с .с ; с and с in С) which is a com-
3 ^ . 3 E 
pact subset of E ; consequently D is a compact subset of Ε /H 
ν 
When Ε /Η, is not compact there is a f, ε Ε /Η which is not 
Ψο 1 Ψο 
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contained in D. Consider then the subset f D (this definition is 
independent of the choice of a representative element of f ) which 
is also compact due to continuity. Consequently we can find a f 
α. "s 
which is not contained in D Uf.D; proceeding in this manner one 
constructs an infinite sequence f , ι , f ... (f = e) such that: 
*./ U V 
It is now easy to show thnt the compact sets f С are all disjunct. 
Indeed, suppose g ε f С and g ε f ,С (η > η). This means that: 
η η 
E 
g = h f с = h' f , с'; h,h' ε H, and c.c' ε С 
η η ψ 
Since С is symmetric one has (c1) ε С, therefore с.(с') is an 
element of D. Hence f , « h"f d, which means f ι ε f D in contradic-
n η η η 
tion with the construction above. 
'"•^ - . 
Since all sets f С are now disjoint the map α is one to one, one has: 
μ(0.Ε) > Σ μ(δ(Γα)) 
ψ η 
ο η 
The invariance of the measure yields again: μ(α(ί С) = y(a(C)). 
Since we showed above that p(â(C)) ^ 0 this is in contradiction 
E 
with the boundedness of the measure of 0 
3, E 0 
Hence Ε /Η, should be compact. 
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E 
Since the orbit 0 is the image of this compact set under the con-
o 
tinuous map α we conclude that this orbit is closed and compact. 
Every state which is not an element of the orbit can then be separa­
ted from the orbit by an open set which has necessarily measure zero; 
E 
hence the support of μ coincides with the orbit 0. . A state 
° E 
ψ ε Supp(y) has therefore a stabiliser which is conjugate to Η and 
3, E 0 
it follows that Ε /Η is compact for all ψ e Supp(y). 
Ψ 
3 E 
We notice that, due to the fact that Ε /Η. is compact for a transi-
Ψο 
tive measure, the continuous and infective mapping α has a continuous 
E 3 E 
inverse; consequently 0 and Ε /Η can be indentified as Borei 
о '''о 
spaces. For a separable algebra
 this result holds also for
 n o n
" 
transitive measures. [32] 
We now come to the proof of the converse. 
One has: 
Φ (A) = J ψ (Α) αμ(ψ) ; Α ε OL 
о 
Since φ is euclidean invariant we may write: 
φ (A) = η Ε ƒ ψ(α§[Α])άμ(ψ) = f ηΕψ(α§[Α]) <1μ(ψ) 
s
T
 <£ 
о о 
(The inter-change of the integral and the mean is justified in the 
same way as in II.3.1.) 
Τ 
When F is an arbitrary Borei set of S one defines: 
о 
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Ι η ψ (α [λ]; 
Ф
Б
,(А) - J iH<xft[Á ) αμ(ψ) 
The positive fimctional φ is then invariant for the euclidean group 
and is majorised by the state φ. Since the latter is extremal inva­
riant for the euclidean group one concludes: 
Τ 
ψ (A) = μ(Γ)φ(Α) ; Α ε ÙL and F a Borei set of S . 
Or equivalenti/: 
ƒ { ПЕФ(«-[А]) - Ф(А) } «ΜΨ) = О 
F g 
Since this holds for all Borei sets F we conclude: 
η ψ(α
β
[Α]) = φ (Α) μ. а. е. 
When CL is separable one can find a countable sequence A which is 
n 
dense in £t. 
Τ Let D be the Borei set of those ψ с S for which the equality above 
n о
 n
 ' 
does not hold for A = A . 
n 
One has then ^(D ) = 0 and consequently M(!JD ) = 0. Consider now 
n
 n
 n 
the Borei set В defined as: 
В = SUPP(M) Л - I U D 
n 
л 
33 
τ 
This set has then unit measure. Since ÖL is separable, S is compact 
me trisable and therefore the set В is also a Baire set. Due to the 
construction of the measure μ this Baire set contains at least one 
extremal point ψ . 
Since ψ ε—lU D one has: r
o η 
η 
η ψ (α
Λ
[Α"]) = φ (Α ) for all п. 
Since the operators A are (uniformly) dense in Ô( one concludes: 
n 
η
Ε
ψ (α. [Al) = φ (A) for all Α ε Λ 
о g1-
Consider now the orbit of ψ . As we showed above 0, is the image 
ο ψ 
3 E 0 
of E /Η under the one to one continuous mapping α . Since 
Ψ 
3 
ψ ε Supp(p) we have by assumption that Ε /Η ' is compact; consequent-
E . 3, ^ 0 
ly 0 is compact and homeomorphic with E /Н^ . We want to write now 
F ^ E 
η as an integral over 0, . 
Vo 
E 
Let f be a continuous function on 0 , then f defined by: 
о 
f(g) = f(ä(g) ; ε e E 3 
3 is a continuous bounded function on E . Hence we can define a Radon 
E E -
measure L on C(0 , by: L (f) = n f 
ν Vo v 
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E · · ^ Since 0 is compact the functional L defines a mcasu с ν on 0, 
φ \) ψ 
such t h a t : 
i-ί(ψ) ¿ν(ψ) = ηΕ£ 
Κ 
When one takes in p a r t i c u l a r f(ψ) = ψ(Α) th i s y i e l d s : 
ί 
ψ (A) dvOlO = η Ε ψ (α [A]) = φ (A) 
Ε о б 
Hence we conclude that the measure υ, which is of course also a 
Τ E 
measure on S concentrated on 0. , represents φ. 
0
 . Τ 
The measure ν is further concentrated on the extremal points of S 
о 
since the extremal invariance of ψ implies the extremal invariance 
E 
of all ψ e 0. , due to the fact that the translations in time commute 
° 
with the action of the euclidean group. 
Since such a measure is unique we conclude μ = v; in particular 
u(oE) = 1. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
We now come to a second important consequence of the transitivity of 
the measure μ. In general the support of a measure is a closed set 
which is not a Baire set. It can happen therefore that the support 
of a measure concentrated in Baire sense on the extremal points, 
does not contain extremal points. 
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The purpose of the following theorem is to show that this does not 
happen when the measure is transitive; all states occuring in the 
decomposition are then ergodic states which is very reassuring from 
the physical point of view. 
Theorem III.1.4. 
Suppose Τ act s η-asymptotically abe l ian. Let φ ε Ρ be t r a n s i t i v e and 
l e t u denote the representing measure which i s concentrated on the 
Τ . . 
extremal points of S in Baire sense. Then the support of ν consists 
e n t i r e l y of ergodic s t a t e s . 
Proof : We have seen in the course of the proof of theorem I I I . 1 . 3 . 
that the t r a n s i t i v i t y of φ implies that there ex i s t s a il· such that 
о 
E 3 2 
Supp(p) = 0, and such that Ε /Η, i s compact. 
v
o
 v
0 
I t suffices then to prove that ψ is ergodic, since the ergodicity 
of the other s t a t e s of the orbi t follows then d i r e c t l y because they 
can be obtained from ψ by an Euclidean movement. 
о 
The proof f a l l s apart into two s t e p s ; we want to show f i r s t that 
every compact G which contains ψ contains a lso an ergodic s t a t e . 
о о 
Let В be a compact G. ( i . e . compact Baire s e t ) which contains ψ . 
By [33; ρ . 111] we know that there e x i s t s a compact subset К of E 
such that К = E3/HE . 
ψ
ο t T T Consider now о as a mapping from К x S •+ S defined a s : 
о о 
α (g, ψ) = α ψ. 
This mapping is continuous [32], 
The image of the compact set Κ χ В under α is then a compact sub-
86 
τ 
set Β of S . 
E 
Since k ·» Ε /H, and ψ ε В .it is clear that 0, is contained in B; 
Ψ0 °
 0>
 Ψο 
hence μ(Β) » 1. 
We want to conclude that В contains at least one ergodiс state; since 
μ is concentrated on the ergodic states in Baire sense it suffices 
to show that В is a Baire set. Since В is compact it remains to show 
that В is the intersection of a countable number of open sets. 
В is a compact G*, therefore there exists by [23; ρ . 217J a conti-
T 
nuous function f on S such that f(ψ) = 0 **ψ ε В . 
о о 
Define the open sets 0 by: 
o° - {ψ | | ί(ψ) | < i/n } 
I t is then clear that the sequence 0 is decreasing and that 
Π 0° = В (0° is the closure of 0 ) 
n o η η 
η 
We define further: 0 • U α 0 
n
 8εκ ε
 n 
t o . . . . 
The set α 0 is open, since it is the inverse image of the open set 
0 under the continuous mapping α _] ; consequently 0 is open. 
The assertion is now that О 0 - В. 
η η 
Let ψ ε Β, then ψ i s of the form:ψ = α ψ ' , g ε К ап\'. ψ1 ε В . 
g о 
Hence ψ' ε 0 for all η and ψ ε a 0° for all η. 
η g η 
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Consequently ψ ε 0 for a l l η , i . e . ψ ε П О 
η
 η
 η 
We conclude therefore: 
B-r Π О 
η 
η 
Suppose now ώ ε Π 0 . This means that for all η there is a g ε К 
η
 η
 η 
t „ο 
such that ώ =α V » Ψ e Ο . y
 Β η η η 
Since Κ is compact an»! metrisable we can find a subsequence of {g } 
η 
denoted by {g.} converging to a g ε К. 
It follows that p . converges to α ύ. 
J
 о
 ё
° о When j ^  η one has ψ. ε 0 since {0 } is decreasing; hence we con­
clude 
α , ψ ε 0° for all η. 
-1 η 
Since we have by construction Π 0 = В ; it follows that α ,ώ ε В J
 η η о -Ι ο 
β 
ο 
and consequently ψ ε В. 
Hence we have В = Π 0 and Β is a compact G,. 
η η
 r
 δ 
By the reasoning above В contains an ergodic state ψ. Due to the 
construction of В this state can be written as ψ = α ψ'; ψ' ε Β , 
the ergodicity of ψ implies the ergodicity of ψ' and we conclude 
that every compact G,. containing ψ , contains also an ergodic state. 
We now come to the second step of the proof. We want to show that 
ψ itself is ergodic. 
Τ Consider the measure δ on S 0 which is the point measure concentrated 
88 
in ψ . The measure δ is concentrated on the ergodic states in Заіге 
о 
sense. Indeed; suppose F is a Eaire set disjunct from the ergodic 
states, then every compact Baire set contained in F is also disjunct 
from the ergodic states. 
By the result above one has then ψ f В and consequently δ(В) = 0. 
Since every Baire set is regular [23; ρ . 228] one has: 
δ(Γ) = Supp δ(Β) 
BcF 
and therefore: δ(Γ) = 0. 
Since δ clearly represents ψ we conclude from the unicity of the 
decomposing measure that δ should coincide with the Radon measure 
constructed in II.3.1. 
We have therefore in particular: 
Ψ (Α.) ψ (A,) = ÎÂ .Â (O d6(.|0 
o I o L J I 2 
= (S2. , rT (Α,) ΓΊ (A.) fi, ) 
ψ С· 1 Ψ 2 ψ r
o о о о 
= η
Τ
ψ
ο
(Α]α£[Α2]) for all Aj , ^ с M . 
Hence ψ is η weakly clustering in time which means that ύ is er-
o о 
godic. (II.1.3.) 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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We can summarise our results in the following way. A transitive state 
φ e Ρ yields in the decomposition states which are ergodic and which 
E 3 have symmetries that are all conjugate to one subgroup Ify of E ; 
3 E 
moreover E /Н^ is compact. Since this does not yet imply that 
3 S S E 
R /H, (Н^ is the subgroup of translations in Ш ) is compact, the 
ψ
ο ο
 ψ 0 
class of transitive states is still somewhat to large for our pur­
poses explained above. We introduce therefore the concept of strong 
g 
transitivity. Let 0, denote the orbit of a state ψ under the action 
Ψ 
of the translations in space alone. 
S 
We call a state φ strongly transitive if φ is transitive and if 0 
is closed for some ψ ε Supp(p) (μ denotes again the decomposing 
measure of φ) 
We have then the following theorem. 
Theorem III.1.5. 
Let Τ act η-asymptotic.ally abel ian. 
3 S A t r a n s i t i v e s t a t e Φ is strongly t r a n s i t i v e i f and only i f R /iL i s 
compact for a l l ψ e Supp(P). 
Proof: Since the s t a t e Φ is t r a n s i t i v e we have 5ирр(У) = CL . Hence 
ψ
ο 
3 S . 
in p a r t i c u l a r Ψ ε Supp(lJ). When R /Η,ι, is compact there exis t s again 
г ι 3 ^ 3 S 
by L33;p . l l l j a compact set Q с R such that Q = R /Ηψ . 
о 
It is then clear that the image of the compact set Q under the con­
tinuous mapping: g -* α ψ is a compact and closed set which coin-
S 
cides with 0. . 
ψ
ο 
Hence φ is strongly transitive. 
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We now come to the proof of the converse. 
S Suppose 0 is closed and consequently compact for some ψ ε Supp(u), 
S 
We construct now an invariant measure concentrated on 0,. 
Ψ 
S -Let f be a continuous function on 0, then f defined by: 
ψ 
f (a) = f (аЬ ψ) ; t ε R 3 
3 is a continuous bounded function on R . 
S 
Since 0 is compact the positive linear functional L defined by: 
L.(f) = n S f 
S is a (finite) Radon measure on 0 which is invariant under transla-
V 
tions in space. 
We are now in a situation similar to the one we encountered in the 
proof of theorem III.1.3. and we proceed therefore in the same manner. 
3 S - '· 
One finds first a compact subset С of R /H, for which v(ci(C)) # 0 
->•->• ~ 3 S 
(take for instance С = {a| |a| ί 1} , о is now the map from R /H 
S — -*• t 
onto 0, defined by а(а) = α ψ). 
3 S 
When R /H, is not compact one can construct again a sequence of dis-
3 S junct sets С in R /H, which are obtained by translations of C. 
η ψ •' 
One arrives then at the conclusion: 
(оЬ ϊ Σν(α(β )) = Σ v(â(C)) 
Ψ _ η 
η η 
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Since this contradicts the boundodness of the Radon measure ν we con-
3 S 
elude that R /H is compact. 
Due to the transitivity of φ all other states in the support of и 
can be transformed in φ by euclidean movenents. 
S S 
Consequently all Η , , ψ' ε Supp(p), are conjugate to Η and there-
3 S fore R /H . is compact for all ψ' e Supp(y). 
Ψ 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Since our main interest resides in ergodic states with at least three 
3 S 
non coplanar translations in their symmetry group (i.e. R /H is 
compact) we can restrict by this lemma our study to strongly transi­
tive states. We denote the subclass of Ρ consisting of all strongly 
transitive states by SP. 
Their are several possibilities for the symmetries occuring in the 
decomposition of a SP state. 
The first possibility was discussed already at the beginning of this 
section, namely that a SP state is already ergodic such that its 
underlying symmetry is the full euclidean symmetry. We have seen 
that states of this type, denoted by SP , are exactly the uniformly 
clustering states. (III.1.2.) 
A second possibility is that the rotation symmetry is broken in the 
S 3 decomposition but that H = R i.e. the ergodic states possess still 
the full translation symmetry. Physically one could think of a sys­
tem exhibiting spontaneous magnetisation. [34] We denote this type 
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of states by SP . 
S 
In the third place it can happen that H is continuous in one or two 
directions and discrete in the remaining independent directions. 
(Rotation symmetry is then certainly broken.) This type of states is 
denoted by SP.. 
S 
Finally there is the possibility that H is discrete in three inde-
S . 3 S 
pendent directions. Since H is closed and since R /H is compact 
S 
the only possibility is then that H is generated by three non-co-
S planar translations i.e. H is a lattice. This type of states is 
physically very imporLaut because the full synmetry of the ergodic 
states H is then a crystallographic group. 
This last type of SP states is denoted by SP,. 
The next section deals with a further investigation of the SP states. 
We will characterize the four types of SP states by their different 
cluster properties. 
III.2. Strongly transitive states. 
In the sequel we shall need some relations between spectral proper­
ties and syr.jnc try ; these relations are given in the following two 
lemma's . 
Lemma III .2 .1 . 
3 
Suppose Τ acts n-asymptotically abel ian, and R acts weak, asymptoti­
ca l ly abel ian on HL . Let ¡, be an ergodic K.Îl.S. s t a t e invariant for 
S 3 S . 
the subgroup of t r ans la t ions H which i s such that R In is compact. 
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Then the t r a n s l a t i o n a l invar iant s t a t e φ defined by φ(Α)=η Ψ(α
Α
[Α]) 
a 
i s a K.M.S. s t a t e and the d i s c r e t e p a r t of the spectrum of U,(R3) i s 
S* S . -* 3 
the reciprocal group H of H i . e . consists of those ρ ε R that 
->- -> -*• S 
s a t i s f y : p.a = 0(niod 2π) for a l l a ε Η . 
S Proof: We not ice f i r s t that η defines in the usual way an invar iant 
ΐ 3 S 
measure da on the coupacc group R /H such t h a t : 
φ (A) = -J
 s
 iK(A) da ; ψ^ , Ξ а^ф(сотраге I I I . 1.3.) 
R /H a a a 
I t i s easy to see that the K.M.S. property of ψ implies that of ψ^. 
a 
The fact that φ is a K.M.S. s t a t e follows by wri t ing down f i r s t the 
K.M.S. condition for >|ч a nd by interchanging then the i n t e g r a l s over 
3 S ^ 
Τ and К /ti. . 
In order to prove that the d i sc re te part of the spectrum of U i s Η 
we want to show f i r s t that there ex i s t s an isometric is-jorphism R 
=> 3 S from the center of π (df)" onto L (R /H ) such that for every С con-
Ф 
tained in this center: 
(β
Α
,0π
Λ
(Α)Ω
Λ
) = J
 s
 R(C)(a) ,|^(АЫа ; Α ε 
л. 7 Η '** φ • R 3 / H S á 
We construct this mapping R starting from the Gelfand representation 
R of Ί
Λ
(Α). 
Y 
In the course of the proof of theorem II.3.1. we have seen that one 
can write the decomposition of the state φ into ergodic states as: 
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φ = 
ζ 
J\ d ûCz) 
In which Ζ denotes the spectrum of the (abelian) С algebra ^i gene-
T 
rated by η (A) , Α ε ÛC , and with ψ defined as 
φ ζ 
ψ (A) = Κ ( Λ Α ) Η Ζ ) 
ζ φ 
Since Ζ is compact and since ζ •+ ψ is one to one and continuous we 
conclude that Ζ is homeomorphic with the support of the measure ,. 
« Τ л . induced by μ on S . (Supp(e) = Ζ since Ώ is cyclic) 
3 S 
The same is true for the space R /H and the support of the measure 
ι · •* Τ 
y induced by the measure da on S . 
Since both μ and μ' are measures that decompose φ into ergodic states 
(the states ψο, are ergodic) we conclude from the unicity of such a 
a 
measure that μ = μ'. 
3 S Consequently we can indentify Ζ and R /H as measure spaces. For the 
construction of R it suffices therefore to construct an isometric 
isomorphism R' from the center of π ( Λ ) " onto L (Ζ,μ ) such that: 
(Ω ,Cir (Α)Ω ) = /κ'(«(ζ)ψ (A)d5(z) 
Since Τ acts η-asymptotically abelian the С algebra ТП, is contained 
in the center of IT (df). ( I I . 1.1.) 
Φ 
Consider first С ε ТП, , since С clearly commutes with UA(T) and since 
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Ω is invariant one has: 
(fi., с '.^я ) = (Я , с Л А ) Я ) 
φ φ φ φ ψ φ 
Since μ represents in the Gelfand representation the vector state 
defined by Ω on TTl one has: 
(Ω,,Ο (A)fi ) = [R(C)(z)R(rV))(Z)dÛ(Z) 
Φ Φ ν J Φ 
or by the definition of ψ : 
ζ 
(П.,Си (Α)Ω ) = Г R(C)(z) ψ (A) d;(z) ; С e ТП 
Φ Φ Φ ¿ ζ 
The Gelfand isomorphism R is a mapping from HI onto C(z) с L (Ζ,μ). 
By [lO; 1.7.1.J one can extend this mapping to an isometrically iso­
morphism R' of П" onto L (Ζ,μ), the equality above extends then to 
all С E TR". 
We complete the construction by showing that ЧП" coincides with the 
center of π,( X)". 
Φ 
We know already that TU and consequently Til"is contained in the cen­
ter of π .(£)". Suppose that С is an element of the center of 
Φ 
π .(.Я)". We want to show that С is a weak limit of elements of the 
Φ 
Τ 
form η (A) . Since С ε π(ίί)", there exists a (generalised) sequence 
{A } such that: 
α 
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<*'У * ( У 'С "φ) ; Ψ е ** Αα е ^ 
χ 
C o n s i d e r now ті (A ) , one h a s : 
ô a 
( f , η^(Α )v: ) = ( S E - (A ) ^ ) ( 1 1 . 1 . 1 . 2 ° ) 
φ α $ ο φ α Φ 
C o n s e q u e n t l y : 
( П ι ] ; (Α Κ . ) - ( ν , E C ¡ ) 
φ α 6 ο Φ 
Since С is an element of the center of ~,.(.¿X)" and since this center 
Φ 
is elementwise invariant for Τ due to the K.M.S. condition (11.2.3.) 
we have: 
(V, Λ Α )Ω ) > (V, С Ω ) 
φ α φ φ 
Τ S i n c e b o t h π (A ) and С a r e e l e m e n t s of t h e c e n t e r we c o n c l u d e : 
φ α 
(Ψ, гьЧА ) Г ) • (ψ, С Τ ' ) ^, ψ' ε ^ 
φ α ψ 
Τ i . e . n (Α ) c o n v e r g e s weakly to С. 
ф а 
This completes t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n of t h e i s o m e t r y R. Cons ider now for 
•* S* 3 S 
ρ ε Η the function f on R /Η defined by: 
,-κ ip.a f^(a) = e r 
Ρ 
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When ρ Ε H this definition is independent of the choice of the re-
' 'в 3 S 
presentative elements of a and one has: f e L (R /H ). 
Ρ 
We define the element С of the center of π,(#) by: 
Ρ
 φ 
с. = r'cf ) 
The assertion is that: 
U (a)C a, = е1"а,р С Ω 
Indeed: 
By the construction of R and the d e f i n i t i o n of С : 
Ρ 
(π
Λ
(Α)*Ω , U (а)С Й ) = J , f ( Ь ) ^ ( а \k])dî 
ф Ф Ф
 ρ
 Ф
 R 3 / H J ρ t -а 
Due to the translational invariance of the measure and since 
ΐίΪ * t) = ela-P f (b) 
we arrive at: 
<УА>* а+>сЛ> = e i a ' P
 R3^S *Я)^ à -
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e
l a
'
P(* (Α)*Ω., С П.) 
Since С is an element of the center it follows from this that: 
Ρ 
. - > -*• 
UjS) С Sl
x
 = e
l a
*
P
 С Ω, 
ώ -»• φ + φ 
ρ ρ f 
S* 
Consequently all elements of H are points of the discrete spectrum 
of U (R 3). 
Φ 
Suppose ρ i s a point of the d i s c r e t e spectrum, then there ex i s t s a 
vector Λ such t h a t : 
=
 0
l a
- P U.(a)A = e •l' Λ 
* 
->. S 
We want to prove ρ с Η . 
We show first that there exists а С in the center of ч ( Я ) " such 
d 
that Л = CSI, . Since ß is cyclic there is a sequence A such that: 
Φ Φ η 
Lim I ! ττ (A )a - Λ I | = 0 ; Α ε Ól 
η
+ » Φ α * η 
We define the operators В by 
η 
(Ψ, BY') = п8{е"1а-р(Л "- [Α ])ψ')> ! ν.ν' ' ^  
φ
ч
 2 η 4
The operators Β are contained in the center of тт.(#)". Indeed, 
η φ 
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suppose D in ττ(#) or in тг(аГ)1 then: 
(f, В D Ч") = n S f e 1α·ρ(ψ,π (α.[Α ])DΨ,) } 
φ -Í-L nJ 
a 
= (ψ, DB Ψ') 
η 
The e q u a l i t y i s t r i v i a l when D ε π ( 0 ί ) ' ; when D ε тг(0О i t fo l lows 
b e c a u s e : 
Lim (Ψ,[0,-
φ
(ajAj )]_*') = О 
3 
due to the weak asymptotic abelianess of R . 
We have further Lim Β Ω, = Λ since: 
η φ 
Lim ('Ρ, Β Ω ) = Lim n S ί e~la"P(4',U Га)п fA )nj } 
η φ φ φ η φ 
= n
S
 { e"la-p(>?, U Га)Л) } = (Ψ,Л) 
Φ 
Since В is an element of the center we conclude {B } converges 
η η 
weakly to an element С of the center which is such that Cfi = '\. 
Φ 
We can write: 
(Ω,,-, (A) V(.1)CUJ = ela-p(ßA,-A(A) Ci!,) 
φ Φ φ φ φ φ 
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From the other hand we have: 
(Ω
φ
,-
φ
(Α) U(a)Cn ) = ("
ф
»т
ф
(а ^ М ) 0Ω
φ
) 
г - ^ 
jJ
 s
 R(C)(b) ψ'
;
(α ^ [ A ] ) db 
/Η к -a R
3
^ 
When we take a ε H we have μ (α [A] ) = y" (A) and we conclude: 
# -a Î 
(Sì ,-'(t(A)U(a)Cné) = («
ф
.π (A) Cíi^) 
Combining this with the equality above we arrive at: 
(1 - ela,p)(íí ,π (А) СП ) = 0 ; к - ä , а г H S 
Since С is different from zero one concludes: e '" = 1 for а с Η 
S* 
and consequently ρ г H . This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now come to the second lemma that ¿ives a description of the dis-
3 
crete spectrum of U (R ) for an Euclidean invariant state <i. 
Φ 
Lemma I I I . 2 . 2 . 
Let φ be an Euclidean invariant s t a t e . The d i sc re te spectrum of 
UA(R ) contains only ρ = 0. 
V 
3 . . · . 
Proof: We denote the elements of E explicitly by (R,a) with the 
multiplication rule (R,a)(Rl,b) = (RR',Rb + a). 
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Suppose now ρ φ 0 is a point of the discrete spectrum. There exists 
a vector Λ with 1ІЛІI = 1 such that: 
U (!,а)Л = ela':' Л for all a e R . 
3 
Let R ε 0 then: 
U '(К.ОЭІГО.аЭи. (R,0) = u n . R '(a)) 
hence: U '(R,0)U (1,a)U,(R,0)A = e l R ( а ) , р Л 
Φ Φ Φ 
or: U (іД)и (R,0)A - e l R (a)'PUA(R,0)A 
Because ρ φ 0 we can find rotations arbitrary close to 1, such that: 
з
ір.а ^
 e
ip.R (а)
 ш 
for such rotations Л and U,(R,0)A are eigenvectors of U,(a,l) with 
Φ Φ 
different eigenvalues, hence (Ui(R>0)A,A) = 0. 
Φ 
This implies: 
|U (R
>
0)A - Λ||2 = 2 
Which is in contradiction with the continuity of the representation 
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U . This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Φ 
We notice in passing that with somewhat more elaborate tools it is 
possible to derive a stronger result namely that the spectrum of 
и
л
(R ), except for the point ρ = 0, is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the Lebesque measure, compare- [_35] . ïhe leima above will 
however be sufficient for our purposes. 
The following result is a direct consequence of the proceeding 
1emma's . 
Theorem III.2.3. 
A SP state which is not a SI' state is not extremal invariant for 
translations. 
Proof: Let ψ be a SP state. When ψ is not of type SP there is a non 
trivial decomposition into ergodic states: 
? = /
r
 I d. ( ; ) 
S 
о 
з s The s t a b i l i s e r of the ergodic K.I1.S. s t a t e к is such that R /11 is 
V 
compact. Since φ is euclidean invariant we may write, interchanging 
S . Τ 
again г, and the integral over S : 
Í(A) = ƒ nSv(a.[A]) dnC) 
S а 
о 
We define the state η ψ in a natural way by η γ (Λ) = η
 +
(оі.|л]) 
a 
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s 
We want to show that the t r a n s l a t i o n a l invar iant s t a t e s r, ψ(ψε5υρρ. ) 
are not invar iant for a l i r o t a t i o n s . 
When φ i s a SP s t a t e , the s t a t e s ύ с Supp(pJ are s t i l l invar iant 
S 
for a l l t r a n s l a t i o n s , consequently η φ = ψ. The s t a t e ψ is not inva-
g 
r i a n t for a l l r o t a t i o n s and the same is t rue for η ψ . 
S 3 S* When φ is a SP„ or SP, s t a t e Η Φ R ; consequently H does not only 3 4 ψ ψ 
contain ρ = 0. By lemma III.2.1. we conclude that the discrete spec­
trum of U (R ) does not consists of ρ = 0 alone. We conclude that 
S η ψ 
η ψ cannot be invariant for all rotations since this would imply 
S 
that η ψ is Euclidean invariant which is in contradiction with 
lemma III.2.2. 
S 
We conclude that in all cases η ψ is not rotational invariant and 
S 
that therefore n ψ cannot be a multiple of the Euclidean invariant 
state φ. We have now a non-trivial decomposition of φ into transla­
tional invariant states and we want to conclude that φ is not extre­
mal translation invariant. 
This conclusion is justified when the decomposition is a correct one 
S i.e. when the representing measure is a regular Radon measure on S . 
о 
S 
This is true when the mapping ψ •* n Ψ is continuous for ψ ε 8ирр(м). 
As we have seen in 1.2. we can write: 
η φ(α
Λ
^Α]) = Lim — J ψ (α [A"')da (S(R) sphere with 
â RH» 4/3-R stR) a 
radius R) 
When ψ e Supp(y) we can, due to the invariance of ψ for the group 
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с "Ч S 
H (which is such that R /H is compact) write this as an integral 
over a compact elementary cell Q i.e. 
η
5
ψ(α
;
[Α]) =ψ^-γ
 0J*(a+[A])da ; ν«3ψ) is volume Qj, 
a ψ
 ч
ф a 
Indeed, the in tegra t ion over elementary c e l l s inside S(R) can be r e ­
duced by the invariance of ψ to an elementary ce l l s i tuated at the 
or ig in . There remains an integra t ion over c e l l s a t the surface of 
S (R), that are only par t ly in S(R). The to ta l volume oi these ce l l s 
i s of the order of the surface of S(R) times the length of an e le­
mentary c e l l . 
When we divirie by R and take the l imit R >• «· this contribution va­
nishes . Since the elementary ce l l s for the di f ferent ' Supp(i ) 
have only di f ferent o r i e n t a t i o n s but are of the same size ve see that 
the l imi t R •+ » converges uniformly for ' Supp( ) . Since the ex­
pression 
ƒ .KajA])d2 
S:R) а 
S is continuous in φ we conclude that η φ is continuous for Supp(u). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We notice that all SP states are weakly clustering with respect to 
the Euclidean group since they are extremal invariant for this group. 
When one restricts the mean over the correlations to space transla-
1Ü5 
tions, only the states of type SP keep their cluster properties by 
the theorem above. In fact one sees that a SP state is (with respect 
to translations) or clustering in the strongest sense ór not clus-
tering at all. In particular it follows that Euclidean invariant 
states describing crystals are not weakly clustering in space which 
means that correlations show long range order. We obtained this 
result also in [36] . 
This fact is of interest since it is one of the keystones of Landau's 
argument for the non existence of a critical point for the fluid-
solid phase transition [37] . 
When a SP state is not a SP. state we can, by the theorem above, 
make a non-trivial decomposition of this state into extremal invari-
ant states. It will turn out that the so obtained extremal transla-
tion invariant states о -¡гу cluster properties of different strenght 
which will serve to characterize the different types of SP states 
by cluster properties ( in space). The motivation in doing this is 
that one gets in this way a rather constructive characterization of 
3 
SP states in terms of the group R whose action is much better known 
than that of T. 
We prove first a lemma which shows that the states occuring in an 
ergodic decomposition of a SP state are the same as the states that 
occur when we make first a decompostion in extremal translation in­
variant states and then decompose these states IL.LO ergodic states. 
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Lemma III.2.4. 
Suppose Τ acts η-asymptotically abelian. Let φ be a SP state and let 
u and ν denote the measures that decompose ф respectively into ergo-
dic states and into extremal translations! invariant states. Let 
ιί t Supp(v) then there is a ψ ε Supp(u) such that the ergodic decom­
position of ψ can be written as: 
S f ï t 
0
 Κ
3/Η; ϊ t t 
Proof: In the course of the proof of theoremlll.2.3. we have seen 
that one can write for a SP state Φ; 
Φ (A) = J^. η5ψ(α.[Α]) dy (ψ) 
S 
о 
Τ . 
Further it was shown that the corresponding measure on S is a regu-
o 
2 
lar Radon measure due to the continuity of the mapping Τ >· η ψ for 
ψ e Supp(p). 
Hence we have a decomposition of φ concentrated on states of the 
g 
form η ψ, ψ ε Supp(u). 
Since ψ e Supp(y) we know by III.]./«, that ψ is ergodic. It is easy 
S to see that this implies that η ψ is extremal invariant with respect 
to translations. 
Indeed, the ergodicity of ψ implies that ψ(and φ ) is weakly cluste-
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r i n g wi th r e s p e c t t o t r a n s l a t i o n s . ( I I . 2 . 4 . and J i s c u s ' i o r r r t c i c t : i n s 
I I . 2 . 3 . ) i . e . : 
η ψ, (to-[В]) = Ф
х
( А ) л \ ( а 5 [ в ] ) Í ь ^ t ь 
3 S Since i is a SP state we know by III.1.5. that R /H is compact, ßy 
III.2.I. we can write: 
π ψ = .1 it di 
R J/H· -
ψ a 
S 
We show that n ψ is weakly clustering: 
s
 ψ^ίΑα«^]) dt =
 3 J S η
5
 ψ^ίΑα^Μ) da 
S 
11
 3' 
R /H" -i Ь R"/H" -Ï ΐ 
0 a ψ a 
f Q ^ 
3J
 s
 Ψ ^ (A) Π Φ^ία,Κ) dS 
R /H -* •* b 
ψ a a 
3/ s ^ (A) d: J, S К 
1. 
(B)dbr 
S 
Hence η ψ is extremal invariant with respect to translations (II. 1.3.) 
This implies that the decomposition described above is a decomposi­
tion into extremal translation invariant states, since such a decom-
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position is unique we can indentify the states ψ e Supp(v) with the 
S . . 
states η ψ, ψ ε Supp(y). 
This concludes the proof. 
The next lemma gives relations between cluster properties of extre­
mal translation invariant states and spectral properties which will, 
together with III.2. I., enable us to perform the announced charac­
terization of SP states. 
We introduce first a new cluster property situated between weak clus-
tering and weak mixing. Let η denote the mean over the trans-
Y Ζ 
lations in a direction X and let n ' denote the mean over the trans­
lations in the Y,Z plane, orthogonal to the X direction. A transla­
tion invariant state φ is called partial weak mixing when one can 
choose a plane V such that for all directions X which do not ly in 
V it holds: 
η
Χ
 | ηΥ·Ζφ(α_[Α]Β) - <ΚΑ)φ(Β) | = Q 
Χ Υ Ζ s Since η n ' = n i t is c lear t h a t : 
weak mixing = ^ l a r t i a l weak mixing-^ veak c l u s t e r i n g 
Leinma I I I . 2. 5. 
Let φ be an extremal translation invariant state and let S denote 
3 
the discrete part of the spectrum of U,(R ). Then: 
Φ 
о . . . . . . > 
Ι Φ weak mixing is equivalent with S contains only ρ = 0. 
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2 φ partial weak mixing but not weak mixing is equivalent with S 
contains other points then ρ = 0 but these points ly in a plane. 
3 φ is weak clustering but not partial weak mixing is equivalent 
with S contains points that ly in three independent directions. 
Proof; The first statement is already proved in II.2.1. Suppose now 
that φ is partial weak mixing. Then there is a plane V such that for 
every direction X not in thib plane: 
n V , z < v v á ) v - ^i-V^-Vl = 0: ν ψ 2 e Λ 
Performing first the mean over Y,Z we see that this is equivalent 
with: 
n
xi(V ν ν ν 2 > - < ( : = 0 
In which D denotes the projection on the subspace of vcnors of л 
о ç 
which are invariant for translations in Y and Ζ direction?. Pince 
the subspace D Jf is invariant for the operaLors Ι' (.ι ) • e -,ес n-s-
o φ χ 
tricting и^(а ) to D Jt . that this is equivalent with: 
φ Χ Ο φ 
n X | ( v ¡ > U (a IVI) - ( ϊ ' . , η . Η ί ΐ , Ψ : ) Ι = 0; f ' , У ' ε D У 
Ι φ χ ζ Ι φ φ / 1 2 ο φ 
By lemma I I . 2 . 1 . we conclude that th i s is equivi lent with the Jdi t 
that :. i s the only eigenvector of U, (a ) in D JÌ . This is true if 
Φ φ X O f 
ПО 
and only if the equation: 
ip a 
Ufa)'. = e x ΧΛ 
has as only solution ^ = Ω and ρ = 0 i.e. in the direction X there 
are no points of G . Indeed, the equation above is equivalent with: 
ip a 
U (а )Л = e X X1 
and Λ i s i n v a r i a n t f o r U, (a ) and U, (a ) i . e . \ ζ Ώ J¿ . 
ф у ф ζ о 
Since this holds for all directions X not in V we see that partial 
weak mixing of ф is equivalent with all points of S ly in the plane 
V. The state ф ia not weak mixing if and only if there are other 
- » • . . . . 
points then ρ = 0 in S ; these points ly necessarily in V. This prov 
Also the last statement follows now directly. From 2 we conclude th 
φ is not partial weak mixing is equivalent with the points of S do 
not ly in a plane. The weak clustering of ф follows because φ is ex­
tremal invariant. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem III.2.6. 
3 
Suppose Τ acts η-asymptotically abelian. R acts weak asymptotically 
abelian. Let φ be a SP state which is not extremal invariant with 
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respect to translations and let ι Cunóte the neasure that dei < ι. pi ses 
φ into extremal translation invariant states. Let , be a state in 
о 
the support of v. 
о . . . . 
1 Φ is a SP,, state if and only if i is weak mixing. 
2 <p is a SP. state if and only if iji is partial weak mixing, but not 
weak mixing. 
3 ψ is a SP, state if and only if i is weakly clustering, but not 
partial weak mixing. (All cluster properties are with respect to 
space translations.) 
Proof : Due to lemma III.2.4. we have ψ (A) = η ν(α-[Α_) with < con-
a 
tained in the support of the measure μ that decomposes ^ into ergodic 
states. 
Since φ i s a SP s t a t e we can determine the type of if from the symme­
try possessed by ψ. 
Since φ is not extremal invar iant with respect to t rans i it ion ^ Is 
a SP„, SI' or SP, s t a t e ( I I I . 2 . 3 . ) . 
• ¿ 3 ч 
Since ν i s anergodic ( I I I . 1 . 4 . ) K.M.S. ( I I I . 1 . 1 . ) s t a t e which is such 
3 s 
that R /H i s compact ( I I I . 1 . 5 . ) we can apply I I 1 . 2 . 1 . to conclude 
S* 
D ψ 
3 
(S is the discrete spectrum of U (R )). Now if is by définition a 
SP, state when HS = R3 i.e. S,, = HS = 0. By III.2.5. 1° this is equi-2 ψ D ψ J 
valent with ψ weakly nixing. 
S 3 
φ is a SP, state when H ^ R but is continuous in .u least one di-
3 ψ 
S* 
rection. This means that the points of 11 ly in J pi.me orthogonal 
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to this direction, there are other points then ρ = 0 in this plane 
S 3 
since the closed group H differs from R . 
By HI.2.5. 2 this is equivalent with ψ is partial weakly mixing 
but not weakly mixing. 
S 
Finally,φ is a SP, state when Η is generated by three non coplanar 
S 
vectors. In this case the reciprocal group of H is also three dimen­
sional. 
By III.2.5. 3 this is equivalent with ψ is weakly clustering but 
not partial weakly mixing. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We close this section with a schematic picture of the classification 
obtained for equilibrium states. 
1 13 
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SAMENVATTING 
Dit proefschrift behandelt de breking van euclidische symmetrie, die 
bij phase overgangen kan optreden. Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van 
algebraische methoden, die de laatste jaren ontwikkeld zijn voor de 
behandeling van oneindige quantum systemen. In deze theorie kan men 
de euclidische symmetrie, die uit de gewone ensemble theorie volgt, 
breken door een ontbinding naar ergodische toestanden; dit komt neer 
op een scheiding van een mengsel in zijn zuivere phasen. 
Hoofdstuk I geeft een overzicht van de belangrijkste uitgangspunten 
van de bovenvermelde theorie. Het hoofdstuk behandelt in drie achter-
eenvolgende paragrafen de drie hoekstenen van de theorie, te weten: 
de algebra van observabelen, symmetriegroepen, die werken op het sys-
teem en de toestanden van het systeem. 
Hoofdstuk II behandelt de voornaamste resultaten met betrekking tot 
ergodische toestanden. Het blijkt dat de resultaten van de klassieke 
ergoden theorie vaak direct vertaald kunnen worden voor de quantum-
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theorie. Meer speciaal geldt voor de quantumtheorie de in II.2 bewe-
zen stellingen over het primair zijn van de G.N.S. representatie. Ii 
II.3 wordt een ontbinding naar ergodische toestanden besproken, die 
voor niet separabele algebra's van kracht is. 
In hoofdstuk III wordt een indeling van de mogelijke symmetrie 
brekingen gegeven. 
Het begrip transitieve toestand beperkt de mogelijkheden van de ovei 
E blijvende symmetrie tot ondergroepen H van de euclidische groep 
3 E 
waarvoor E /H compact is. 
De transitieve toestanden worden ingedeeld in wel en niet sterk trai 
sitieve toestanden. De sterk transitieve toestanden hebben de eigen-
S E 
schap dat de groep H van zuivere translaties in H zo groot is dat 
3 S R /H compact is. 
In III.2 worden de sterk transitieve toestanden verder ingedeeld. 
Hierbij wordt een der klassen gevormd door toestanden die invariant 
zijn voor de kristallographische ruimte groepen. Je verschillende 
klassen worden gekenmerkt door verschillende clustereigenschappen. 
De desbetreffende clustereigenschap is des te zwakker naarnaLe de 
symnetrie verder gebroken is. 
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S T E L L I N G E N 
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III 
Het feit dat een-dimensionale Ising systemen met eindige dracht geen 
fase overgang vertonen is een direct gevolg van een stelling van 
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uit positieve getallen. 
G F R O B E N I U S Sitzber A k a d Y\ iss Berlin, Ph>s M a t h K l 471 ( 1 9 0 8 ) , 514 
( 1 9 0 9 ) 
г 
De redenering waarmee H U A N G aantoont dat de H-functie van Boltz-
mann een locaal maximum vertoont onder aanwezigheid van "mole­
culaire wanorde" is niet juist 
К H U A N G Stat is t ical M e c h a n i c s ρ 8 5 , Wiley, N e w York, 1963 
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van de kanonieke commutatie regels voor eindige systemen en de latere 
bewijzen van o a. DELL' A N T O N I O , D O P L I C H E R en R U E L L E , 
wordt gelegd door op te merken dat de door V O N N E U M A N N be­
schouwde operator· 
A = ƒƒ exp[ — '/^x2 — 54y2 + ;/2Ìxy]exp[iyQ]exp([ixP] dx dy 
op een factor na gelijk is aan de projectie op het vacuum. 
J VON NEUMANN Math Ann 104, 570 (1931) 
G DELL' ANTONIO, S. DOPLICHER and D RUELLE: Commun. Math Phys. 2, 
223 (1966) 
VI 
De functionalen voor het ideale Böse gas berekend door ARAKI en 
WOODS kunnen ook gevonden worden door op te merken dat de 
functionaal voor het eindige systeem beschreven wordt door de differen-
tiaal vergelijking van Laguerre en dat deze vergelijking in de thermo-
dynamische limiet overgaat in de differentiaal vergelijking met als op-
lossing J0(2z1 / !) ( J 0 Bessel functie van 0do orde). 
H ARAKI and E. WOODS Journal of Math Phys 4, 637 (1963) 
VII 
Ten onrechte wordt vaak bij de kinetische afleiding van de v. d. Waals 
vergelijking de correctie op de druk verklaard met de redenering dat de 
moleculen de wand zullen bereiken met een kleinere impuls t.g.v. het 
aan het grensvlak aanwezige aantrekkingsveld. De juiste afleiding maakt 
gebruik van de geringere dichtheid die dit veld aan de wand veroor-
zaakt 
bv W KAUZMANN Kinetic Theory of Gases Ι ρ 70, Benjamin, New York, 1966 
V I I I 
Met betrekking tot het verband tussen de begrippen reversibel en 
quasistatisch proces zijn er in de litteratuur tenminste drie tegenstrijdige 
opvattingen in omloop. Het verdient aanbeveling op een college thermo­
dynamica geen onderscheid tussen deze begrippen te maken. 
M ZEMANSKI. Heat and Thermodynamics ρ 155, Mc Graw Hill, New York, 1957 
I BAZAROV 'Ihermodynamics ρ 43, Perçamon Press, Oxford, 1964 
К HUANG Statistical Mechanics ρ 4, Wiley, New York, 1963 
I X 
Ruim 250 jaar voor de veroordeling van Galilei vond de mening dat de 
aarde om zijn eigen as draait al aanhang onder de katholieke clerus. 
Me N ORÍSMÍ Le Livre du Ciel et du Monde (1377) Bibl Nat Paris, Ms Franc 
1082, ff l>-209c 
χ 
Het verdient aanbeveling het algebra onderwijs op de middelbare 
scholen axiomatisch op te zetten. 
X I 
Gezien de weerstand die er vaak tegen werkelijk nieuwe ideeën bestaat, 
is het onverstandig de richting van een onderzoek door een meerderheid 
te laten bepalen. 
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